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' . The .,und,niable importance of Ernest HemingW'ay to the 
de.~elopment of American 11 terature derives primarily, al .. 
,\;) 
~hough certainly not entirely, from his technical achieve-
ments. Working in an er·a of literary experimentation and· 
influenced by such innovators as Sherwood Anderson and 
Gertrude Stein, Hemingway formulated and perfected a tech-
nique that is.'° dis tine tly bis own. This technique is per-
, haps be.st described by analogy to an iceberg: only a . 
f'raction of' .the total configuration o·r the situation being 
.;!',_ 
presented is visible; the remai"nder is present, but sub-
merged. Hemingway's technical artistry lies in his ability 
to convey through careful selection and ordering oj a 
.. 
minimum of objective surface detail situations of great 
magnitude, complexity, and emotional intensity. 
The economical· nat·ure of tbe iceberg technique ren-
ders it most suitable to and effective in short works, and 
'?.: 
~ 
I feel that Hemingway• s most successful 11 terary ef.fo·rts 
.. are bis short stories. It is the purpose of this study to,, 
_examine three of these-stories in terms of the iceberg 
technique, to analyze the objective surface of eaob story 
t.or clues to the ba·sio situation t~at is Hemingway• s :real· 
literary concern in each instance. The three stories-ta 
be discussed have been chosen to illustrate the flexi-
.bility with which Hemingway ,applied his, .. ·technique and the 
artistry with wbicb be adapted. the technique ,to .each 
lite~ary situation individually._ 
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Introduction . 
r The aspect of Ernest Hemingway's literary art·that 
·perhaps constitutes his major contribution to the develop-
ment of literature in general end represents the high point 
of his own literary achievements is bis technique. Though 
he may never have mast·ered bis artistic vision· in the sense . 
that no unified, meaningful structure or ~ranscendent re-
.. 
ali ty ever emerged from· the. lirrii ted, fragmentized 1r1orld of 
bis own experience, the same cannot be said of his tech-
nique. Influenced by the experimental styles or such in-
novators ·as Sherwood Anderson and Gertrude Stein, Heming-
way pioneered and perfected a t·ec·bnique of his own, blend-
ing wbat he felt was best or other literary styles with 
~ -.·· his own original conceptions. At its best, the resulting 
•. . 
technique involves a polished precision and economy of 
style in which every word, every detail, is especially 
1 relevant to the controlling idea of' the work in hand. 
TcB ·be sure, this precise and economic style is not the . 
' 
. 
., 
"'--
,I ·•J 
• • 
·· only 11 terary te,chnique employed byl\ Hemingway; his novels, 
:·•. 
as well as some of his shorter works, often contain ex-
., pansive passages of description and of psychological ex-· 
po~ition. My contention is, however,. that Hemingway is __ 
not at his technical best in an expansive style, that the 
genius ot his ·11 terary technique lies rather in .that 
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precise and economic style that· has· be come his hallmark and . . 
;,I 
' that is the key to the force and pe~rection or the best of 
bis literary efforts, hi~ sho~t stories. It is the pur-
,. 
C 
1
' pose of th·is study to examine this 11 terary technique in 
t·el'm.s of what it is and hot'i it shapes and is. shaped by the 
short stories in which 1 t 1~ most ef.fec"ti vely used. 
. 
-
The importance of Hemingway's technique to his own 
. 
. 
work and to the development br literature in general has 
commanded much critical attention. Nearly every major 
I analysis of Hemingway includes an attempt to put a label 
on his style,. and nearly every attempt fails to capture 
completely its essence. The· simplicity of' the style -'1 t- 70 · 
self commands description rather than definition; in pre-
" senting only the bare outline or the rlat surface or a 
literary situation, it demands that the reader draw out and . . .. 
explain for himself tbe levels of meaning and kinds of er-
.. 
. ~ 
.fects implicit in the objective minimum furnished by H·eming-
;., 
,, 
f,, ~ 
~« 
1' 
.:, 
~ 
r 
(: 
t-: 
·.:~ 
N 
' 
way. The extreme of this pro9lem of interpretation ~s ex7 , 
. 
. pressed by Kashkeen in his oontenti.on that Hemingway does 
I , 
not deal "~·"·. J'~ directly and simply'I.Wi th things ei tber 
• ,, ,. 
simple or complex, but deliberately simplifies things 
-,2 
-
· making them yet more complicated.' Kashkeen is perhaps 
. e. 
.. 
overstating the case for most ·of Hemingwayus fiction, but 
• J. tj,,, 
., 
~ 
. . 
. 
. 
. 
· be has poin)ee up one fundame-ntal cha.~~c teristic of Heming-· 
.. 
.. ~ way• s te-cbnique: the paradoxical result of simplification 
,,. ~ in style is an apparently increased compl~xity of meaning. 
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· .. · .· . I &;y "ap:par8ntly ,tt because ma'ny° of the ideas and situa-
,' 
.,:f\j • . 
I 
. 
. · :tions Hemingway presents are surprisingly simple; t.he 
complaxi ty lies· in .,the increase.a effort! the reader must 
···. · make to discover the . controlling idea.. He.mingway was not 
t.he first to require· ~ucb effor .. t on the part of his· reader; 
Henry Jam~s b~va;Lrea{y laid a welter · of 11 terary tI"aps 
tor unwary re.aders with bis unreliablfl \arrators and ~n-
r" igmatic characters. Hemingway's originality in tbis re-
gard was not· what he did ,,,but bow he did 1 t. James 1 lengthy . 
and 1.~tricate lit~rary desig.ns advance· a concept of reality r, ,:' 
... 
as necessarily obscure and uncertain in some of its as-
,/"Y 
~ pects. To use one ot,Jame~'.1 O\ffl metaphors, tttbe figure in 
the carpet" is not always available to discovery in his 
work or in the view of reality it represent~. With Hem--
ingway, on the other band, there is in each 11.terary case 
.-, 
a basic design that can be discove·red, and the clues to the 
discovery are to be found in the objective presentation of 
, sur.faoe _detail. He demands· percepti v'e care and effort on 
the part of his reader,· but in return he offers the cer-
,tainty that discovery is possible. Hemingway's -reality is 
not comp.lex, but· it is not ,-flat; 1 ts surface reveals only 
a part of tbe ~bole, but that part bolds the key to the 
rest. His technique involves the cooperation of reader 
... 
and writer for tbe exposition of a faithful and complete 
'! . 
' 3 ,./' . 
representation of -a given situation. 
·, 
, 
Until now, I bav~ been advancing generalities. about \\ ' 
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. tbe Hemingway technique. More precise descriptioQs have 
~ been offered by nu.me·rous critic·s and by· Hemingway himself, 
and some discussion of these is necessary as a foundation 
on which to bui·ld the short-story analyses that form the 
substance o:r this discussion. · Perhaps the best place to 
begin is wi tb Hemingway himself ( allowing, of cours~· .: :, or 
the possibility that the writer may know what h~: atte ..... ~ - -
. ing but not what he is doing). -, In Death . .!!! the Afternoon 
Hemingway st~tes his artistic goal as the crea~ion o? tbe 
truth of any givenisituation at the time of its occurrence, 
and be de$cribes bis greatest difficulty as that of putting 
' 1t gpwn • • • what really happened in actio.n; what the actual ',, 
., 43 
' ., 
r·-r.· ~ ~ . 
, 
' things were which produced the emotiolt tha·t you experienced." 
.(, 
" 
:'t~ His artistic challenge was creating • ,the real thing, .,; .. ·· . . ,7' 
the sequence of motion and .fact which made the emotion. 
G' t14 The technique evolved from these basic principles • • • 
is essentially p~ctorial, a precise representation or the 
t'acts of a situation, with little explanatory or interpola-
. 5 
tive commento Through· a series of·inter-related details 
-of scene and fragments of dialogue a "sequence of mot).on 
~ ., 
and tact" is carefully set rorth, and implicit 1~ this 
ef ' ,, 
sequenc·e is the "emotion'' central to· the situation being 
treated. In Hemingway's short fiction, this sequence is 
~early always linear, in keeping~with· the overall simplic- · 
.'1' 
· 1 ty ,of his technique. Harry Levin emphasizes this linear ,, 
"' . 
. _ q~ality, and analyzes the particular way in which Hemingway 
..,_, 
I 
t, 
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.. acbi~ves fo~ce and vitality through it: . I' 
• • • Hemingway keeps---bis wri,ting on a linear plane. 
,. 
' '._, 
' " 
' He holds· the purity o:f ,.·tfis line .by moving in one 
' I 
l,_,;,J ·_ direction, ignorin'g sidetracks and avoiding struc-
· ,. tural complications. By presenting a _successi~n 
. --
... 
I of images, each of which has its b~ief .moment ~hen ~ 
. ~ 
~\ 
·1 t commands the Dreader' s ur1di vided attention, he 
n 
achieves bis s~ecial vividneSs, and fluid:Lty. For· 
' 
~ ' what be lacks in ~tructure h~ makes up in sequence, 
carefully ordering visual impressions as he sets 
them down and ironically j~·ta~osing the various 
6. 
_- items on his lists and inventories. . / 
Complemeniing the simplicity and spareness of Heming-
way's exposition of situation is his use of vocabulary and 
./ 
,:J syntax. He chooses simple words and repeats them often. 
His use of ad·jecti ves and descriptive phrases is limi ~ed 
to those details essential to and revelatory or the -~en~ 
tral situation. The majority of his verbs are forms of 
,, 
"be. "~is syntax is simple and straightforward: most 
sentences are of the subject-verb-object. order; few sub-
ordinate clauses are used. The potentially choppy quality 
p 
of short, simple sentences is alleviated by the frequent ·'" 
use of uand'1 ·to link independ~nt clauses. The suitability 
/. of this approach to voc.abulary and syntax to }Jemingway• i 
general technique is obvious. In keeping his diction 
elemental and relatively unembellisb~d and bis syntax · 
' . 
.6 
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simple, Hemingway underscores the factual, pictorial quality 
,. 
of his presen.tation. 1.'In 1·1nking the various elements of the 
( 
situation, .. each one o:f which is complete in its elf, he aim~ 
11 
. .. . 7 
ulates ~he natural flow of experience. 
. . -~ . 
Hemingway• s tecbniq~e, then, is the representati,on of 
surfaces in the most?basic way possible in order n.ot to ob-
scure the human situation that gives them importance. 
Carlos Baker describes the technique as one or "double per-
ception," involving"· • • the ability to look within and to 
describe tba t complex of mixed emotions· which a given set of 
, .. ,_ 8 
·;J 
oiroumstances bas produced in the observer's m:t'nd." The 
.. 
, . ' 
(l~r < 
----~ __ task _of' tbe .. reader is· to reJzerse _ the_writ_er~__s .. proces st-and~~ _______ _____ 
j 
.. 
. 
. 
use the presented facts as instruments by which to uncover 
,; 
the basic situation. Hemingway bas advan~ed a description 
of his own technique that, in true Hemingway form, proiYides 
a pictorial analogy: ~ 11 • • • I alifays:: try to write on the 
, ' 
principle of the iceberg. The·re is seven eighths of 1 t i/I;f;¢,~, ... -
. 9 
under water for every part that shows~'' In Hemingway's 
short fiction the part of greatest importance--the me·aning, 
. 
the basis of the situation--is nearly always bidden, but \ 
the configuration of the surface provides us with a key to 
the nature of what is concealed. 
The use of individual, objective details t6 suggest 
., . 
other elements~ of g~eater complexity or other 1evels of 
meaning suggests the technique of the symbolist, and in 
\ 
"\ 
"· this very general sense Hemingway is a symbolist. He dif..: ~ 
-~--~--------...,.--~-----------,----'-----~---- ----· -----.,----..-.'-~----.........--
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t • 
. . ·ters from the formal p~actices of symbolism, however, in 
'-;hat those details used to evoke larger significances are , .. 
inherent in the situation .he. is describing. Baker pciints . •. . -
' 
up this important qualifying element in He~ingway' s symbol-
ism: 
• • • • the symbolic·,'-lin Hemingway's writings must come 
as naturally as the leaves to a tree or it bad better 
not come at all. He seems ear-ly to have rejected the · 
arbitrary im.p·ortation of ~ymbols which .are not strictly 
" ' 
···~-h ....... germane to the action in band. • •• Instead of ran- ., 
.. 
sacking other arts and~ literatures for viable symbols, 
he chose rather to allow the object or scene or per-
·- ---
-- -
. son whose function was to be symbolic to gather its 
meanings through a process of association strictly 
10 .. within the terms of the ongoing narrative. __ 
At the same time that 1 t qualifies Hemingway.• s symbolism, 
Baker 1's statement points up a basic difference between 
Hemingway's technique and another literary technique with 
which it has been· identified--T.S. Eliot's "objective cor-
, relative." In tbe sense that Hemingway's correlatives are 
thoroughly grounded in the immediate situation, they differ 
·from Eliot's,. which tend to be garnered·from 11 other arts 
.and l,Jteratures'' and imposed, albeit fittingly, on the 
" s·ttuation. Although it shares elements with a variety of 
11 terary forms and theories'" Hemingway's· tech·nique is 
ultimately distinctly ind~(vidual. 
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The . importanc~ of any obse~va tion,~n 11 tera.ry tech-
9 ,, nique is p:roportionate to the degree to whi~.b they advance 
understanding of:- the 11 terature it-self. · It is my thesis 
'\ 
'that. a knowledge of r.Hemingway' s technique is essential jto l " 
~
. 
a i'ull reading of his short fiction. The analyses that 
b 
follow ard of' three ·stories that demonstrate this technique 
in its purest form. In ·the first, 11 A Canary. for One," the 
~technique is confine·d to the consciousness of :@ single char- ·, 
acter and~ is used to. convey an attitude which, in turn., aug- ' 
.r gesta the pre-story situation that created the attitude. In 
(! 
• ' this story there are erfective1y two levels of the iceberg 
. ... :..,_, 
,-
below the surface. Significant, too,· is the f'act that the -~~~------------ - ------~ 
-- ~ -~---·--te c bni cal vehicle is primarily the detail of setting as it 
impinges on the consciousness of the controlling c haracte:r. 
The second story, "Hills Like.White Elephant~," provide.a 
contrast for the .first in that the problematical situation 
does develop within the s~ory, although it originates out-
side, and in that the technical vehicle is primarily dia~ .. --,---· 
.. logue, w1 tb only a f aw details of' setting. The final story, 
"Homage to Sw1 tzerland, 11 combines setting and dialo·gue as 
technical vehicles, going beyond the ~irst two in that 
similar- details are used for dif.fering effects in three 
separate si tua~ions. In t'beir similarities and differences o:'; I ... 
these three stories exetnplify both the· effectiveness and 
,, 
the versat.111ty of Hemingway's technique and the artistic 
skill. with which he employs it. 
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CH'APTER - TWO. . 
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I 
I 
I 
"A Canary for· One" 
~. 1 
,: 1 
. ' 
.• ..... 
r.~ ·~ 
"A Canary f'or One" 1s· consid.ered by most Hemingway 
critics to be one of a number or stories that constitute 
, . ..,.., 
" . 
., 
.,·_: 
',) . 
· Hemingway's "marriage ·group." In ,terms of' /theme Philip 
.: ,.... 
',"'. 
Young· places it in a kind of middle posi t·ion between the 
. idealized love relationships of Catherine (A Farewel~ ·-~o ... · ,f··~~-•• ~/-~-
. \ 
Arms, 1929) and Maria (For Whom the Bell TollsS) 1940) and 
the overt hostility of' Margot ("The Short Happy_Life·of 
.. 
Francis Macomber," 1936); it is one or those numerous /s:,;o-
"' 
:ries ( "Mr. and Mrs. Elliott, t1 1925; 11 The Doctor and. the,,.,--
Doctor's Wi.fe, '~--1!}~4; "out of Seaso·n," 1923; "C~at in the 
~ i . -
Rain," 1925) ". • • which p~es~nt a discouraged picture of' · 
the rose with the bloom off, of couples under a spell of 
2 ., c'"\·/\· 
disenchantment. • • • " · Awareness or the central si tuat1ion 
of a marriage tbac;t has failed is essen.ti~l to a proper read- ' 
ing of "A Canary for One"; yet it i-s precisely this situa-
.. 
tion "that lies buried, that forms the concealed s·even- · 
eighths of the iceberg. We are able to discover this es-
sential knowledge only by reading the clues in terms of 
' 
,. 
which the surface narrative is structured .• / 
The significance of "A_ Canary for One'' rests upon a 
point of information not revealed until the final sentence.· 
Carlos Baker has termed the conclusion a "surprise. ending, 11 . · 
and, indeed, that 1~ the effect it produces at the f'irst 
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-reading. Until the final sentence~-"We were· returning to 
Paris to s~t up separate resid.encesn (CFO, 342)--the story 
_ . seems to be about tbe American woman with the canary~ Yet 
0 there are, from the very beginning, indications that it is 
the narrato·r with whom. we are going to be most concerned--
it is not the American woman but the narrator's reaction to·· 
her and the comment this reaction makes on his character 3 . 
that are ~portant. Hemingway's story does not really end· · \_ 
with a "surprise," in the manner or an o. Henry story; the 
final sentence merely renders over~ a piece of information 
that bas been implicit throughout the narrative. 
.. 
Since tbe narrative of "A Canary for One" is ~controlled 
I 
by the c~~tral consciousness of one character, to whom I 
shall refer as the narrator, the clues to the situation with 
which the story is really conierned must be sought in his 
character and attitude. In attempting to discover the char-
acter of a narra .. tor who reveals nothing ,overtly about him-
. 11' self until the final sentence, the reader finds an analysis 
of the narrative style most productive. The first half of 
the story involves the presentation of a series of disor te 
.images whose only relationship to one another seems to 'lie 
in the fact that they are noted by a single cone,ciousness. 
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The first paragraph is a commentary on the scenery through , 
,, 
---..... 
wbieh ~be train is passing; the second paragraph switches 
. 
. . \ 
. . 
.... i;, 
us abruptly to the middle .. of a conv·ersation apparently. 
d taking place in the train; and the third paragraph :forces 
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still another change in attention-focus--·tbis time to the 
atmosphere and appe~rance of the insi'de of the :ra·ilroad ~.-
car in which the narrator is travelling.4 The attention 
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of the narrator not only wanders• in an erratic fashion but. - a.-
I 
,, also attaches itself to a strange variety of' objects. He 
. \ 
,-·· 
observes in great detail: although the" train_ is a rapide, 
descrfbe~ in 
the narrator 
' ) 
the first sentence ais moving "very qu.ickly," 
manages to ~ote that tbe house the~ piss is 
/ ' . /' 
· long, red, made of stone, with·~ gard~n, and that~there 
. ·Ii' 
c;z) 
are exactly four palm-trees, with tables rreneath them. 
Obviously -0is perceptions ar~ .. ,highly acute and somewhat 
unusual. Throughout the story be notices such rel~tively 
L_: 
. •. 
insignif'icant and rfdom details as the American woman• s 
.,...,.\ 
purchase of a half-bottle of Evian water and the train's 
' 
. stoppi~g at Cannes for exactly twelve minutes. These 
heightened and erratic perceptions suggest, indirectly, 
r 
that tbe narrator is in an extremely emotional or nervous 
state. Hemingway is using his sequence of motio~ and fact, 
this time not to produce the emotion but to register an 
emotion already pres en~. At such .,moments of extreme emo-
tion or an:&iety the details of the surrounding world take 
on an unusually intense ;relevance; they function as r~-
cipients of the character's intense attention, and within 
•' :~ -
his consciousness they',take on some of the qualities of 
Li 
his emotion. 
·/' As the general pattern of the narrator's perceptions 
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. characterizes his general psychological state, so tbe spe-
cific nature of. the objects his consciousness s_elects com-
men.ts specifically. on .his own character and on the partic-
ular. causes for his agit~tion. We note that the narrator's 
attention is ini ttally,f attracted .;_by the \~u tside world j e by 
A' growing tbings~-the ·garden and trees--by the sea, and by 
the. vibrant colors Jr red and gr\en. Tbe;re is a. sense of 
. ' 
. the freedom and expansiveness. or natur~; ,-ev:en the house 
blends softly into the scene. Yet almost immediately the 
,, sense of confinement implicit in the image of the house is 
picked up, through identification of color, by the con-
fining walls of a cut through red stone and clay,. At this 
point the voice of the American woman impinges on the nar~ 
rator·' s consciousness, and ali subsequent views of the 
landscape give an increasing sense of desolation and con-
/ rinement. The stone of which the house was built assumes 
~. 
T 
·, a new, dual role as a barrier to the sea on one side and 
as a confining range of "gray-stone hills" on the other; 
1 
~ the shade in the garden suggests an obscurity that now be-
comes actualized, in the pulled window-blind in the train . 
compartment, and the gray-brown color of shadow is picked 
up in the dust and oil and gray stone th.at dominate the 
/ landscape. The details associated with Pb& house, suggest~ 
ing as it does marriage and family life, have been frag-
mentized and. transformed into images of oppression, entrap-
111ent. · and st~,~;11 ty. Tony Tanner capsules the particu·lar .. :--, ... 
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efi'ecti venes s,of these opening paragraphs and points·" up the 
. importance of tecbnique1n creating that ef'fectiveness: 
.. 
•• ·· • such passages as- this bring home to us the 
claustrophobic, oppressive feeling in ~tfe') corapartm.ent ~ 
Tb~ elimination of sea and b~eeze, the eye listlessly, 
' 
. desperately seeking some _outlet through t:wo windows 
. and noting, jwi th, that curious ,, .. lucidity wbi~h can come 
• I 
.• 
___ , at moments of stifling tension, _ th~ details of the 
outer landscape: being given so ·muc·h tve are given as 
-1 t were the environmenta·l truth of the situation, as 
opposed to the psychological truth of it. Not the 
inward ~acts, but how the inward facts determine tbe 
· registe)ing of the outward scene. 5 
A 
',oiFrom. tbis point on, the narrator's" observations of the 
landscape are primarily of the dreary and destructive--smoky 
chimneys in Marseilles and a burning house betwee~ Marseilles 
,\, 
and Avignon--and 'he drear~ness and destruction ar, all fn-
creasingly connected with man and his institutions. We see \ 
no more green; there is no furtlier mention of the sun--the 
~-
"' / 
only other brightness we see is that of the fire destroying 
the house between Mar..seilles and Avignon. Brown and gray 
0 
•• 
' predominate, even ·1n descriptions of men (in the station at 
Avignon there are Negroes in brown suits), and most of the 
4 
• reported scenes are set against the darkness of night. The 
---journey itself terminates "in the dark o:f the Gare de Lyons/. 6 ' } ( CFO., 341)-. Details of. destruction--tbe ruined fortifies-
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tions of Paris, tbe bur'ning farmhouse, the splintered 'r(lil- . 
way cars-~are among the most frequent and most concrete of 
the narrator's visual impressions. 
\I That the narrator•s view -of his surroundings begins its 
ebange from beauty to deso,\:ation immediately after1!i, his at-~ tention is rirst dist~acted by the chattering of the Ameri-
' %.. 
can women has already been noted, but the signiricance of 
. 
that narrative point to the attitude of the narrator war-.I 
rants further consideration of the American woman's role in 
the story. 'Sine e she dominates such· a great part. of -~.the· ~ 
. \ 
I narrative--enougb .to make the story seem hers, un.til /ihe ~ 
I 
' 
. , ( final line--i t seems obvious that her character and /atti-. 
. ,, 
tude are relevant to the narrator and his emotional state. 
,., 
' 
.. , 
~ Baker sees Hemingway's ~se of the dual stories as a device 
'it for establishing through dialogue a parallel between the 
. 
about-to-separate husband and wife and an enforced separa-
tion about which they bear on the train-ride between Cannes 
7 and the Gare de Ly.ons in Paris. A consideration, of those 
snatches of the American woman's conversation that pene-
. 
' trate the narrator's consciousness reveals two things: 
first., the woman herself appears to . him as silly., super-
ficial, and domineering; seconds those aspects.of her in-
. , 
consequential line of conversation that catch his attention 
are Concerned, directly or indirectly with the daughter wbo · /) . 
,-,. bas recently had such an -qnhappy experi,ence w1 th love. 
The American woman is marked as superficial and rlighty 
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by the quality of he·r conversation and the attitudes it 
··1 
reveals.· For -example, in· the first snatch or dialogue pre-
sented to us, the less-than-profound subject occupying the 
., 
lady fa the his~iory of her purchase of the canary she is ' . % 
' 
. ' \ - ' 
carrying with fier on ·the train. Somehow the fact that it 
-was Sunday morning is connected to the fact that they bad 
only an hour ashore; this leads, wi tbout apparent nee)d for 
transition, to the fact that the man wanted to be paid 1·n 
,'_\ 
dollars, which, in turn, leads in some manner to the obser-
vation that the canary sings very beautifully •. The sugges-
tion of superf'iciality implicit in this woman's conve;rsation 
t2 ' 
.. " 
is borne out in the narrator's observation that her whole-
some, middle-aged, American-abroad fa9ade of sophistication 
can be donned as easily and quickly as a mask, in a train 
. ,; 
;'fi 
washroom. The degree of individuality and depth in her 
-' character is neatly capsuled in the fact that her name can 
be "found by the man from Cook's on a typewritten page. in 
a sheaf of typewritten pages'' (CFO, 34·1) that he carries in 
his pocket. The woman's lack of any real perceptivity is 
,. .. symbolized by her deafness., is evident in her treatment of 
her daughter, is rerlected in her failure to notice the 
,. strained relationship that must ~ertainly exist between the . 
_-, 
couple sharing her comp,artment, and is epitomized in her in-
· ability even to recognize these two people as her country-
men. She bears the outward marks of sopbist:fcation and 
experience, but underneath her polished exterior is a 
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. .frightened, aging, neurotic, stagnating woman. 
. ' Sbe is al-
ready middle-aged; sche is getting dea~; she is so set in 
.~ 
routine that she has bought her clothes .from tbe same 
. (,,.._ ' \ . . 
-,.;; . ·~.- ,___. ... -. . \ 
Couturier for twenty years; and she is a.fraid, in spite o.f 
/1 
· .. all her travel experience, o.f the spee9 of the train • 
d 
In her.super.ficiality and degeneration, tbe American 
woman who shares __ f;,,--compartment wi tb the narrator and his 
/.,. 
~· e 
wife counterpoints the condition of their marriage: al-
though they are still posing as a· married couple, tb8 inner · 
substance of tb8ir. relationship is as decayed as is her 
1 character, to the point of disintegration. The woman's 
i ff tenaciously.held conviction that n.A.mericans make tbe best 
husbands" (CFO, 339), already proven false through its 
.failure to bring bE!:r daughter happiness, is doubly negated -
by the fact that it is being flatly, though covertly, con-· 
, 
tradicted by the very people to whom she is protesting its 
validity. She has no concept of reality; her reaction to 
her daughter's re.fusal.to eat and sleep is that she "doesn't 
think" her daughter has gotten over the thwarted love a.f-
.fair, When the narrator points out the three wrecked rail-
way cars--an imagistic parallel to the wrecked lives of the 
t~ee people on th~ train--sbe sees ohly the last one, even 
then failing to realize that the wreck she fears .from the 
speed Of the train on Which she is riding has already oc-
CUI'l'ed, on another more vital level in her own life. 
That the narrator allows this woman• s account or bei>' . 
, I 
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~daughter' s unhappy- love · affair to claim his otherwise wan-. ) - . . 
' 
dering attention indicates that the· young gi~l' s plight :bold·s 
some sign if ioance .for bim, an indication· made c.ertainty by ' 
the final sentence of the stor7. In addition to the rele- ~ 
6 
. vance of her narrative to the narrator 1 s emotional state., the 
cbaraoter·or the woman herself is important, in that the nar-. 
.rator apparently sees her as similar to his wife. Both wom-
en are Ame.rica·ns; they have ·been to the ·same places; they 
have the same taste in clothes; and they have interests suf-' 
ficiently alike to support a constant flow of oo~yersation. 
"t~! 
Perhaps ·1t would not be going too far, although there is no 
" direct textual support .of·this point, to infer that the nar-
" rator sees his wife as the primary destructive force in 
their marriage • 
. 
Al though the narrator does give the American woman some 
attention, he remains e_saentially detached .from personal 
interest in ber; he notes her conversation only occasion-. / 
ally, and her physical appearance makes almost no impression ~ 1on him. This same detachment is amplified in his reaction ' '"' ., 
' : . ' . 
' \ 
-·· 
~. ,.,• ' .J to his wife: we are not even made aware of her presence, /, . -· 
aside from a vague reference to three ''beds being prepare·d 
· :· · for the night, until the canary's chirp and the sudden ap-
pearance of the landscape of suburban Par.H.s, signif'ying 
journey's end, bring the narrator's attention solidly to 
. 
... 
ci: •• 
rest on the situation~in which be presently finds himself. 
Only when the narrator deliberately focuses his attention 
. ' 
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I on hi·s wife does be :remember her pr~sence. She certainly 
' . 
do·es not emerge through the narrative 1'11 ter o:f his con-
sciousne~s as a d6m1nant personality: she is never phys-
ically described, and that part ·of her conversation that 
~- is Teported is confined largely to one-sentence questions 
., . 
and aI'firmative ecboings of the American woman's ideas. 
·. -
• 
The few self-motivated statements the wife does make merely 
'·\;. 
. 
reinforce lour negative impression of' the state· of ber:·'.mar-
' riag~ to the narrator. She, tells the American woman that 
Vevey, the place where they spent their honeymoon, "•was _a 
very lovely place 111 (CFO, 341., my italics)., indicating that 
'·' 
. ,. they no longer have the feeling of honeymoon magic with-/ 
• 
which they began their marriag.e. 
For the husband, too, Vevay .. appears indirectly. as ~ 
. . . . 8 thing of the ·past. The vineyard·s for which it is famous 
ha~e their present counterpart in the "fields oi grapes" 
(CFO, 337) noticed by the narrator early in the trip. His 
glimpse of them is fleeting, now; they are flat fields 
ratber than the elevated hillsides near Vevey; and·they 
are confined between an oiled road and gray-stone bills. 
They have been removed from the mountains, _characteristic-
.ally seen· in Hemingway's fiction a_s a sourQe of life, to 
, · . the plain, a·nd the mountains· themselves have become harsh 
' . 
·and lifeless • 
. That the daughter's love affair began ,·in Vevay. is 
" 
I ' 
·important here because it symbolizes, in its un.fortunate 
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consequences, the alienation of two oth·e.r people whose hopes 
also began -there_. Indeed, it would seem that the marriage,. 
like the unfortunate da~ghter 1 s love affair, never had a 
20 
t 
".I~· - • 
. chance: it began in the fall, and t·he honeJ'l11.oon was spent 
in · an old . hotel. Age and i t.s concomitant decay seem to 
-·· 
' have surrounded apd destroyed the love of the ·Americ·an couple 
1, 
' 
., almost from the start, paralleling· the aging and decaying 
.1~.l, 
~·,, J American woman's d·estruction of i;her daughter's love i'roin 
1 ts beginning. 
For tbe··narrator,· the failure of love and ·the result-
ing estrangement from his wife have engendered an even more 
~-· general estrangement from life itself. His brier vision of 
life--tbe sea, the trees--is long past; ·his attention is now 
dominated by destruction and squalor. He is detached from J 
bis wife, from his country, from the companionship of other 'l 
human beings. He is- a foreigner in tb is country { a country 1 
traditionally associated with romance), yet refuses to claim 
his own. ~when he is given a chance to identify with his 
\) ,.-~ 
. . ''"' I 
-..___.,/ 
wif'e- ar.ra the other i,roman in the compartment by admitting 
himself an American, be prefers to speal{ as though be really· 
9 
were an Englishman. He takes no part in the conversation, 
.otbe:r than to state that be wears "brac·es" and that there 
., 
bas been a. train wreck, and in the first instance no one 
: hears him. His observations of those people around him are 
in.fre·quent, and they are strangely slanted toward t~e super-
ficial and irrelevant: hev"notice1s peop,le watching tbe burn-
"' .. 
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. ing house but seems uninterested in anyone who migh~ look 
as though· be had been a victim or the fire. Like the fire-.... _____ ,_,_ . _ __.:.......:_ .. --...:....---- -----· ····""• 
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watchers, he seems to be contemplating the ruin of bis own 
domestic security from the point of view of an, observe.r, 
ratb-er than of one directly involved. When the trai·n stops 
at Avignon be notices people, but only in a superficial, 
., 
al;most comically-detached way: 11 ~·~ople got on and off" 
(CFO,_ 338)., His attention is absorbed by the wor.ld outside 
the trai·n; yet he is separated f:rom·,s .. that world by 81 P.?by'Sical 
barrier or glass and steel. 
In addition to this estrangement from life, ·there is, 
. ' in the narrator, a seeming inability or unl-1illing·ness to. 
1 control or direct his life. He speaks constantly or "the 
D 
,,,6 • 
-·· - -·-' ,_, - -- - . . -- -· -· 
train" as the moving force, and we feel he has acquiesced 
to being carried, nei tber resistin_g nor impleme.nting nor 
caring for his own·progress. Indeed, throughout the first 
/ part of the story, the narrator is ao detached from any 
' sense of self-motivation that be never refers to himself 
" 
10 by even as much as one personal pronoun. 
In considering the reason for this detachment, .we come 
face to face with a chicken-or-the-egg problem: is the 
narrator's genera]. attitude the ca_use of the failul'e of 
·bis mar~iage? or is it a result? \ ' Although the story pro-
vides no conclusive answer, .there -,are some evidences that J' 
the narrator's present psychological state is the result 
of a des true ti ve experience. The first evidence appe·ars, 
, 
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on a somewhat ·symbolic level, in the _opening. paragraph. The 
narr~tor' s ey~ is initially caught 'by, the sea, the garden,· 
and the trees; these images of life strike a response in his 
.C. 
consciousness.· The.progress of the train, however--pe~ha~s 
like the progress of his life until now--carries him away 
frow this vision; he is aware of 1·ts fading, the sea now 
coming "only occasionally". (CFO, 337), now "no more, even 
occasionally" (CFO,· 337), and finally "the last of the sun 
. 
on ·the water" (CFO, 338) as the harbor is left behind. From 
this point on, the d~tail~ that catch his attent1qn are 
those of decay and destruction, discussed earlier in this 
'• 
analysis. 
A second source of' evidence in support of' the destruc-
tive-experience thesis lies in the point of view. The fact 
,, 
that the story is being told in retrospect is an acknowl-
edgement of the fact that it represents a crisis, a moment 
,,..,, 
Qr of change_, ~n experience important enoug_b to have been re-
·,1;;1,~: --
membered, and remembered in detail. -The-kind of detail on 
wbicb the narrator's consciousness focuses suggests further 
the nature of his attitude toward this crisis. As Joseph 
' ·~t 
,Defalco has·noted, the selection of details implies a value 
· judgment on the part ·or the narrator-.observer: the failure. 
of his marriage brings what he feels to be the negative 
Value of decay to bis life and to his world as a wbole. 11 
tt 
S~ill another indication of a previously different 
cba-ract.er in ·the narrator is evidenced in his reaction to 
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Pal"iS. His speculations on whether or not thi,gs still func-
·1 ~ 
tion as be remembers they once did indicate that. at one time 
be was aware o!' the world around him and inv-olved. in it: 
.. . 
ti • 
The train was now, coming into Paris. The for-
tifications Were levelled but grass had not grown • 
There were :many cars standing on tracks--brown wooden· 
'( 
restaurant-cars and brown wooden sleeping-cars that 
o'clock that night, if that 
~ 
'I would go to Italy\ at t'ive 
\. 
train still left at five; ·. the cars were marked Paris-
Rome, and cars, with seats on the root's, that went 
·. back and forth to the suburbs with, at certain hours, 
0 ("'~ people in all the seats and on the ~ofs, if.that 
""'\ were the way it were still done, and passing were 
the white walls and many windows of houses (CFO, 340). 
The old familiarity and involvement have given way to un-
certainty and almost total alienation, and the change has 
1 ts i'ocua in the altering o!' the narrator• s marriage i'rom a 
rel~tionship of intimate involvement to one of the aliens-
tion ot' "separate residences. 11 In spite of a technical JI 
·r marriage bond, the narrator and his wit'e are as separate 
as their good-bys to the American woman: ". • • my wife 
said good-by and I said good-qy to the American lady. 
" • • 
. (\ (CFO, 341). Th' narrator's use ot' the term 11my wit'~n might, 
' in another situation, suggest a possessively intimate at-
titude; here, however, it serves at best as a formal label · · · 
·for a purely forma1 relationsbip. Its present effect is 
~ . 
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. merely a strengthening of the f'eeli.ng o~ separation; tb·e 
., 
narrator's wif'e bas become for him no more than.\ .an 1object, 
,' 
a thing, a ·social appu~tenance. 
Q ~ Though· the narrator I s wife, as a person., no longer 
claims much of his attention,. the problem of his deteri-
orated ~elationship with her remains basic to everyth~ng "--....._ .. 
', \ 
. be notices. Among the discrete imagcfs that impinge upon 
i his consciousness, the one(tbat provides tbe strongest 
rocus £or the dilemma of the story is the American lady's 
"" ~·-· 
c·.anary. It is the canary the American lady is ·a1scussing 
when her conversation first penetrates the narrator's con-
sciousness, and it is this canary that heralds the end of 
the journey--and the end of the marriage--witb a single 
.c .. hirp. The canary is, both of itself and in its f-unotion 
in the story, representative of artificiality and distor-
tion of nature. Domesticated canaries or the kind bought 
by tourists are products or careful.arti.ficial selection r1P 
~. rt"';, 
/ 
and breeding that bas reduced them to gaudy miniatures of 
their natural prototypes. The arti£icial1ty o~ this par-
tic.ular canary is further emphasized by the fact that 1 t 
• came from Palermo (a resof' city noted for tbe ostentatious 
p 
' 
v"".,,,1 .. ,y 
,, .. , 
and baroque quality o~ its architecture), by the fact that 
' 
it is caged, not free, by the fact that a bird that .should 
sing "very beautifully" gives only one chirp_ during the 
entire train ride, and by the fact that it sleeps away from 
~~? (1 
·the. influence of: tn.e natural breeze in the unnatural·ness of 
. " 
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a blue light. Its constant preening of 1 ts feathers· makes 
· · 1t· a·s vain and superficial as the woman who owns it; its 
yellow f eatbers ·gleaming in the sunlight are a mockery of,; 
.;:· 
"the last of the sun on the water" (CFO, 338) that con-
stituted the narrator' s final view of .. th~e life-giving sea 
.and·o~ nature unspoiled by man. 
Q As·a glittering, artificial perversion of the natural 
and, t~e real, the canary is a fitting symbol for the Ameri-
can woman's attempt to compensate her daughter for the 
destruction ·of a natural, sincere love for the young Swiss 
engineer. For the narrator, too, the natural meaning and 
beauty of love have failed; bot·h be and his wife will be 
forced to rind substitutes ror one another of which, in 
12 another situation, the canary is the ep1 tome. For the • 
narrator, the canary provides a .focus t:or the distortion 
·or the natural and for the unsatisfactory quality of the· 
artificial, which is all that is left to replace it; the 
only pleasures that remain are soci·ety' s substitutes, imaged 
in the "big advertisements for the Belle Jardiniere and 
Dubonnet and Pernod on the walls toward the train". (CFO, \ 
. 
339) in the outside-of-Paril3 towns. The canary is alone, 
and it symbolizes the loneliness of the separation that is 
h» 
man and bis wife. In this respect the . 
,,.. . 
canary functions as a device f'or rel·ating "A Canary for 
One" to the title ot: the c·ollection in which 1 t, appears--; 
"-·\ 
\, 
Men\Witbout Women. In its aloneness the ~anary has sig-
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· .nificance for the American woman, the n1rrator, the ··daughter, 
or ·the wife only as ·1ndi vi duals, outside of meaningful love 
·relationships. There _is only one canary, and it is "a 
canary_ for one. 11 
"" . 
,, 
The ·literary merit· of ''A Canary for One" certainly does 
not lie in originality of theme; as has been observed, Hem-
.. 
ingway used ·the subject of unhappy marriage a number of' 
w 
\ times, developing it much more fully in some of his otber 1 
stories. Neither do we see here any strong development of 
. ' 
tne code hero, the ijemingway hero, the "wounded" man re-
... .:~ structuring bis· world, the accidental quality of life, or 
any c;,f ()the other major Hemingway themes. The aspect of the 
story that assures its merit and characterizes its author 
is its technique. Here is a gemingway "iceberg" par excel-
lence, perhaps no~more than one-tenth above water, but so 
n 
,· well constructed as to imply readily and fully the form 
and nat~re or the buried nine-tenths. Fleeting observations 
o:f landscape and snatches of appare·ntly meaningles~s con-
versation are juxtaposed witb such skill that they are able 
· to convey fully one of those minor, everyday tragedies of 
men that have such major relevance to the general human 
condition and to Hemingway's view of that condttion. 
·, 
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CHAPTEm THREE 
-· 
"Hills Like:White Elephants" 
' J 
:• 
' l 
, · "H1111s. Like Whl te Elephants" · shows both thematic and 
technical similar! ties to "A Cana-ry for One 11 : 1 t~ central 
situation in .. volves. the deterioration of a· love relati·onsbip, 
and the total cqnfiguration of that situation is suggested 
,·. by skillful selection and presentation or the objectiv~ de-
... 
vtail ot its stirface. Yet within the context of this general 
. t, 
. 
similarity, these two stories differ in method of presenta- ., 
.tion, and a consideration of the differences sheds further 
' ;, 
light on Hemingway's· technical artistry. 
"A Canary f'or One" presented an attitude to1~ard a pre-
viously-established situation through the consciousness of 
' 
.. 
one of' the parties involved, conveying knowledge of this 
attitude and situation to the reader by an extended series 
~ 
",J 
! of _Q_iscrete details that gradually fell into revelatory 
patterns. "Hills Like White Elephaflts" '' ho1vever, presents 
an actual developmental stage in the central situation 
JI v primarily through dialogue between the two characters in~ 
volved, conveying awareness of the nature of thisv situation 
through_ repetition of the same few details with varying 
2 
shades of meaning. In each case, the partio"Qla:r way in 
which sugg~stive detail is handled is organic to. the situ-
' ~ ation around which the story is ·built.· In "A 9anary for 
One" Hemingway is concerned with the eft~ects of a past 
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oc~\urrence on a single person; so he limits point or view 
to the. consciousness of tba t person and then allows that 
conso·iousness to reveal 1 ts ·own emotional state through 
reactions to its surroundings. In "Hills Like White Ele-
phants," Hemingway is c-oncerned with a developmental s-tage 
in a problem situation involving two people; so he presents 
,.,' 
I, 
us with that couple working ·out their problem through dia-
logue.· The attitude or both characters are revealed in the 
expressionr·of their individual thoughts and· their mutual· u 
responses. Awareness of thes~ attitudes on the reader's 
·, 
"fo ' part is an essential ._complement to the conversational sur-
face, since these attftudes irqnically undercut wbat !_2-
, 
pears. to be taking place, revealing at the, same time a 
· more basic problem of which the sur.face situation is merely 
~ --~------- -------------.~ ~- -, . 
I: 
· an outgrowth. 
" 
Ostensibly, "Hills Like White Elephant~" is an episode 
in which a man and a girl, apparently unmarried, discuss 
", 
0 
" 
.. 
the pros and cons bf.an abortion while awaiting, train 
that will take them to Madrid, where the operation can be 
p~rtormed. The man argues for it; his token protestations 
that be" would not beve the girl do it against· her will are 
.. undercut by his implication that things can never be the 
same between them again if t,be child becomes third party to 
C, 
their relationship. The girl shows greater re:Lµctance, bptb 
physically and emotionally, but finally accedes to the man's 
wishes. The resolution of the problem, however, is only ap-
I 
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cparent; it is a sham solution to· a· problem that is only ·an 
1ndic$tor of more fundamental troubl.e. It is this basic 
problem that. is 
.,_ 
phants" and the 
" 
0~ di·alogue and 
the focal point of "Hills Like White Ele-,. 
center toward which all the surface details 
setting point. A close reading of these 
details reveals that the real dilemma facing the man and ,, 
:, woman, is not the abort:to·n ·but the· sterility of their love; 
the abortion is merely a physical ~anifestation of' a bar-
ren love that, without rev·italization, must itself die. 
Of tbe two. vehicles .for suggestive detail, dialogue and 
setting, used in "Hills Like White El,ephants;" dialogue is 
of''l greater importance in terms both of quantity and of the 
· amount of information revealed. Riobard Bridgman describes 
the surface of th is dialogue, together wi tb what is t.aking 
place beneath the surface: "!J?../y means of' conversational;, 
trivia and without ever being di~ectly broached, the idea of 
an abortion is proposed, discussed, objected to, and finally 3 " 
·y a:ccepted." The nature of the dialogue is organic to the 
situation from which it evolves. R. W. Lid d~saribes the ', 
language used by the ~couple as "a sbiel~ -ant! a weapon" under 
C 
whose protective thrust " ••• they are able to give vent to ~ ' 4 emotions too pain.ful to face directly." Rhythmic pattern-
' 
1 ing and suggestive detail, rather than direct.exposition, 
are the means of conveyance for these all-important emotions. 
T·he emotional rhythm o:f the dialogue begins with a 
feeling of strained dirtidance suggested by the short, 
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stichometrio opening lines.'- The girl's "'What· should we 
drink?'" is followed by the man's Y,It's pretty hot,•" .. and, 
· 1n turn., by the girl's "•Let's drink beer''' ·(HLWE, 273) •. 
. .._. __ ,.... The same s~aocato quality continues until. the taste or -a new 
drink that proves to be just like all the other_s brings to ,, 
the girl's mind the repetitive boredom of their life to-
..• gather,.. As she attemp:ts to work out her. feelings in wor~, 
her speeches become longer, in., contrast with the still brie.f' 
repltes of tbe man: 
: \) 
"Yes, n said the girl. "Everything tastes of. 
licorice. I Especially all the' things you''ve waited 
i 
so long for, like absinthe." : " 
"Oh, cut 1 t out." 
• • • • • 
"I wanted to try this new drink. That's all we 
do, isn't it--look at things and try new drinks?" 
" I guess so • n 
~. (HLWE, 274). 
The difference in dialogue here parallels a dichotomy cen-· 
tral to the st-ory: the gir:L is the only one of the two to 
really confront and struggle with their problem; the man 
ignore_s e_very lead into a possibly meaningful discussion. 
When the girl's brief comment on the sterile routine 
•• J of tneir life forces', the man's attention to rest on the 
problem of the moment, his speeches become longer in an 
attempt to persuade her that things will be al~ right again 
if she will have the abortion. ·rn these lengthened speeches ... 
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the ·same dif'terence between the two people evident in the 
,. . 
. 
' 
earl1er,1 d1alogue is more. subtly gut just as certainly- dis-
played·. The man I s sp~ecbes are longer because they are 
repetitious; the entire ,con·tent of a page of his dialog-µe 
i 
.... ::.:,~';;\ 
is merely a aeries of variations on h\is two themes: "' rt'• s 
~ 
. 
. 
. ~ 
really an ai-f.f~lly simple operation • • • 1 " and "'We' 11 be 
' fine af'terward. Just like we were be.fore'!' (HLWE, 275)._, 
¢ 
His repetitive speeches are a mockery of her probing com-
' ments on their relationship ("'That's _all we Qo., isnl.;t it--
~- - . 
lQok at things and try new· drinks?'" ffe.,WE, 271i7). Heming-
4 
, way is malting ironic us_e of. surface s_imilari ty to accentuate 
underlying differences. 
'l'he man's insistence that an abortion will solve all / 
their problems, in conrlict with the girl's awareness that 
& ~ their problem lies much deeper and ·will only'''be complicated 
~ by an abortion, re-o:reates the original tension between the 
two, and tbe dialogue lapses into its earlier staccato form. n 
:'-;-
The intervening dialogue, ho14ever, bas brought the tension 
¥ to a focus, and the subsequent speeches are those of open 
conflict rather than the earlier polite evasions: 
"We can have everything. " 
., 
. .,, 
"No, we can I t. " 
:•: 
11We can have tbe whole world. II ·W 
"No, we p'an•t." (1 
"We can go everywhere." 
"No., we can't. 11 ~-( HLWE, 276). • • • 
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., The man's unreasoning a.ffirmations and the g~:rl I a. denials, 
-
born of her greater pa.re p'ti vitys, are expressed in th_e same 
tense rhythms of dialog e with which the story _began, and 
' ' ' th.~ content of the lines :'just quoted reveals the basic con-
" 
tradiction in views that explains in retrospect the tension 
in the e lier lines. (/ 
The ncrease of tension that brings the man and girl 
into continues until the girl reaches a point 
' 
of near hysteria. Her repeated denials in the passage just 
cited are followed by interruptions of the man's incessant 
repetition and eventually by an overt request--" 1 Can 1 _t ~e 
~-
maybe stop talking? 1 " (HLWE, 276). Still the senseless. 
repeti t·ion continues, until the girl I s control dissolves 
in a frantic, mockingly repetitive plea of her own: "•Would 
you please please please please please please please stop 
talking?'" (HLWE, 277). The man's brief attempt at placating 
is silenced by the giri' s "'I' 11 scream'" (HLWE, 277), and 
the whole situation· is pushed into the background by the 
/ announcement that the train will arrive in five minutes. 
\ 
h Tbe remaining dialogue is brief' and off iittle consequence; 
' 
_ further di~cussion is potb impossible and useless. Having 
' 
failed to penetrate the wall of' impercepti vi ty behind which 
the man remains, the girl accepts his solution, and the 
' 
final line Qf the story, deliver~d in a stylistic mockery 
, I 
of the man's own speech, evidences her acquiescence -in bis 
world of' sham and pretense.: "' I feel fine, 1 she said • 
~ ·.' . . 
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' There I s _nothing w!aong with me. . I .feel .fine' ". ( HLWE, 27 8) • 
Hemingway's use of d:ialogue in "Hills Like White El.e-;··~-,,--, pbants11 is a specialized :form of the iceberg technique. 
Through l~engtb ~d juxtapo~i tion of speeches and selection 
and rape.ti tion or phrases, he. has cre·ated a sense of emo-
tional movement that gives information about· the all-impor-
tant mental states of the characters_speaking the lines. . . 
..... 
" 
- Contributing to the effect of the general rhythmic. 
structure of the dialogue are individual words and phrases. l We have noted that Hemingway's p~incipal technical device 
in this story is that of repetition of the same detail to 
~ 
achieve varying effects, and this device is most pronoun~ed 
in his selection and use or vocabulary. Some of the fre-
quently repeated words refer to concrete objects, with the . 
:, 
~ signi.fic.,anc~ 9eriving from the objects rather than i'rom the 
words, and these will be discussed at a later point. A f'ew 
repeated words, however,, hold within themselves significance· 
for the story. The one word that is repeated most rre-
quently and with greatest impact is "it,tt and an examina-
tion of the way in which Hemingway uses this word will 
.serve to illustrate his technique in general. 
· Since "it" is a common :pronominal referent, the fre-
I! 
quency of its occurrence does not or· i t1sel.f make the word 
significant. When "1 tu is used early in the conversation· 
,(i between the man and t be gi~rl to refer to the weather, the a 
train, the :various drir,ks, ,~nd the beaded cu·rtain, there is .-
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no particular significance in the repetition because the 
word is merely an in'tlicator for a number of previously 
\ identif'ied objects. The poin~ in the story at which "1 t" 
takes on an unusual function an'd becomes significant in 
itself is .the beginning of the con-versation about the abor- · 
'· 
tion. The " 1 It 1 s lovely'" (HLWE, 274) with which the girl 
~ 
-~ describes the beer is followed by the man I s n' It 1 s really 
·an awfully simple operation, Jig' tt (HLWE., 275), and the 
abruptness of the transition is jarring. The use of the 
same word to introduce two such dif'.ferent statements in 
such immediate sequence has a reductive e£fect on the sec-
ond. Unlike the girl's comment on the beer, the man's 
statement has no id~ntitying antecedent; nor does be at 
any time'throughout the rest of the conversation make ex-
plicit the thing to which he is referring. Rather~ his 
. 
endless repetition of 11 1 t" forces that vaguecword to assume 
' 
a concrete meaning: 
"It's not really an operation at all." 
\ 
\ ' ' 
-··~ 
• • • • • !) 
"It's really not anything. rt·1 s · just to let the 
air ·in. 11 
( 
-~ 
_\ 
• • • • • 
"They just let tbe air in and then it's all 
.p. • 
pertectly natural." 
• • • • • 
"You don't have to be afraid. I've known lots of 
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people .that have done it.u •. 
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; 
"I ·think it's the best thing to do. But r-- don't 
want_,, you to do 1 t if you don' t really wan~ to." . 
(HLWE, 275, my italics). r-· ~ 
The man• s constant aJoidailce or the com~te term "abortion" 
,· 
35 
:ti·'. 
.. 
' . 
,. 
and bis repetition· of the vag-u&---'J!t· 11 c-~nvey· p·erfec;tly hts -- .---- · ·. . · · -. ' 
inability to .
0 
confront the reality. of the situation. 
The girl's use of 11 1 t•t to reJ!er to. the abortion suggest~ 
, her ultimate capitulation to th~ man's terms for,. their re-
lationship, but her use of tbe word reveals also the more 
complex and perceptive nature of her vision. For more than l 
balr of the long conversation about the abortion, the girl 
does not refer to it at all. When she finally does make 
reference, she adopts the man's term "it,-'"·.,but uses it in 
• 
such a way that she goes beyond his restricted view and 
---·-··--·-----~----·-·---.--...:>-,--.-~ ______ .. ___ .- . --<--•---- -----~----·······-
·relates the.act to its consequences: " ' And if I do it 
-you 1 11 be happy and things will be like they were and you• 11 
love me?'' 11 (HLWE, 275, my italics). - Her next comment :fo-
ous·es the complexity and extent of her vision within the 
word 1 v"it 11 : "•But if' I do it, then it will be nice again 
if I say things are like white elephants, and you'll like 
1t1··111 (HLWE, 275, my italics). Here "it" connotes both the 
_abortion and the relationship between the man and girl, and 
implicit ·in the confusion of re.ferents is the girl' a aware-
ness that her pr~gnancy and its consequences are inextric-
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" ably.bound up with the past and future of her relationship 
·' with tbis man. This awareness is made more explicit at a 
later point ~n the same conversation. To. the ~an 1 s pro-
testation that they can have ,the whole world (once the~abor- · 
tion is performed), s-he replies "'lo, we can•t. It isn't. 
-
ours any more • .;; • • • And .once they take it away, you never 
36 
• 
I 
Q get it back'" (HL\.IE, 276, rrry italics). Their world, their 
-
6b1ld, and their love for one another are so inter-related_ 
that they cannot kill th~ child without destroying their 
---· own lives. "Ittt for t~e girl is not a "simple operation" 
·b after which all will be fine, as it is for tbe man; although 
both are using the same word, they are poles apart in their 
understanding of its meaning. The similarity in their speech 
serves only to point out the disparity of their perceptions. 
The failure of communication telescoped in the single 
- ~ 
word "1 t 11· is one or those elements that lie just below the 
·;. ,, .. 
surface of the story, and here again the vehicle, of dis-
covery is dialogue. The girl's first line--"'Wbat should we 
drink?'"--receives what is at best an oblique answer from 
her companion: " 1 It' a pretty hot • • • 111 (HLWE, 27 3). Their 
·, 
rirst attempt at conversation couples a failure to understand 
with an undercurrent of hostility that may indicate an un-
willingness to understand: 
The girl was lookin_g off at the- lines of hills.. They 
were white in the sun and the country was brown and dry •. 
"They look I like white elephants," she said. 
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"I' v:e never seen one, 11 the man drank his beer. 
' "N~, you wouldn't have." 
"I might have," ··the man said. ·n Just because you 
I wouldn't have doesn't prove anything." 
~ 
(HLW, 273)·. 
' 
-,! .. ~. 
. ,, 
The man's perceptivity is narrow and. unimaginative; the girl 
r· I:, 
recognizes this limitation in him, but he neither can nor 
will recognize i·t in himself'. These f'ew lines of relatively·· 
• insignificant dialogue have established early in the story 
. the failure of communication and understanding that explains 
subsequent conversations in which the man and girl either 
repeat each other senselessly-~ 
"We want two Anis del Toro." 
· ,Lwai tress1_7 "With' water?" 
"Do you want 1 t with water?" 
"I don't know," the girl said. "Is it good 
w1 tb water?" I 
"It's all right." 
'il 
,, 
"You· wan_t them with water?" asked the woman. 
"Yes, with water.'' (HLWE, 274) 
--
or direc~ly contradict one another, as in the passage cited 
earlier in which the girl makes a refrain of "'No, we' c.an• t'" 
(HLWE, 276). The only· rapprochement reached by the two in 
,J\ the cour-s·e o-r the story is the pseudo-agreement on the _abor-
. tion made possible by.the girl's self-negating surrender--
"' Then I' 11 do 1 t. ·. Because I don't care about me'" (HLWE, 
·'·'> 
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·27·5.,)--and her final pretense of aqcept·ance--"'Tbere•s noth-
~1 
· ing wrong w1 th me. I .feel fine' 11 ( HLWE, 278) • -Hemingway 
·bas used dialogue as a means of stating., ironi.cally, tbe 
, 
total lack. or mutual communication that makes the physic.al 
i~t!kacy shared by the I118.ri and the girl a mockery of a 
..... 
genuine love·· relationship in which both spiritual and 
,, 
phys1cal'.1ntimacies exist, in vital combination. , D 
Because dialogue is ~~e primary narrative vehicle in f), 
"Hills Like White Elephants," the major portion of this -dis-
cussion has been devoted to an analysis'of it. Nor does the 
preceding discussion exhaust the discoveries to be made 
,,, 
through an examination of dialogue: nearly every word of 
--... 
every line in this story holds information pertinent to the 
• I 
c~ntral situation. There are, however, elements other than 
,,. 
dialogue that are als~ charged with that just-below-tbe-
surrace relevance, and an examination of their_ contributions 
11to the story, both in <tbemsel ves and through inter~ction 
with dialogue, is essential to a full understanding of 
Hemingway's presentation. It is· an axiqm of Hemingway's 
technical theory that there are no wasted or irr·elevant 
! 
. details, and "Hills Like White Elephants" is a pr~mary ex-
ample of this li tera-ry economy • 
.,. 
.. , 
' The physical se't-n'ng of "Hills Like White Elephants'' 
is given in some detail at'the cmtset of the story. To 
facilitate re:Cerences in my discussion of it, I will quote 
' it here in full: 
' . 
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,· '• The hills across the valley of the Ebro were long and,. 
~· 
l' 
.. white. On this side there ~as no shade and no trees < 
'-'"',\ 
~d the -station was between two line~ of rails in the 
" 
sun. Close again·st the side of the s.tation there was 
l 
the warm shadow of the building and a· curtain, made 
",of str:l.ngs of .bamboo beads, hung across the open door· 
into the bar, to keep out r11es. The American and the 
girl with ·bi~ sat at a table in the shade, outside ttie 
building. It was very hot and tbe express f'rom Bar~ 
. celona would come in forty minu:t;es. It stopped at, 
-·~ 
!: thi,s junction for two minutes and went on to Madrid. 
..--· (HLWE, 27 3) 
·,• Nearly every detail given in the passage is highly signifi-
cant, and an e~amination o:f t·be various individual elements 
presented here provides valuable commentary on the narrative 
tbat follows. 
The specific references· to the brevity of time be.fore · 
the arrival <,f the 'tmin and tbe shortness of 1 ts stop impose 
a· framework of e:ompression on the ,entire story. A decision 
of ·permanent consequence f~r two people anq an unborn child 
i·s to be made in. forty minutes,. with only two minutes more 
. . for a possible reconsideration. R. w. Lid sees this com~ 
press ion, of time as giving "Hills Like White Elephants" an 
intensity disproportionate to its length: '' ••• a sense · 
of diminishing time and approaching disaster gives the story 
a tension usually associated with stories that by a '--lengthy . 
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~ " l u 5 development have risen to a powerful elimax." Th-at a ten-
' 
tative decision bas already been made is evidenced by the 
co'uple I s presence ~-t the train station. The dialogue, how-
~. 
ever.,· reveals bo_th in content and tone the tenuous nature 
·ot.' that previous decision a.~d the uncertainty a:od discord 
that still stJrround the question of abortiono This tension 
.•. 
., 
o'.f uncertainty is intensified by the brevity ot: ,time :for 
1---
dec ision and by· the· fact that the decision must be final, 
since tbe:re are appa~ently no more s"tops between this· sta-
tion and Madrid ( and.we assume the abortion is to be per-§o, 
.formed here, since it is t·be destination -oi'· .the train they 
are awa_i ting) • The pres sure s of' brevity of time and final-
1 ty of decision combine to give momentous dimensions to the 
brief narrative o:f the story. 
The. careful indication of both source and destination· 
of the train in a story in wbicb on~y one ~f the main char-. 
acters is identi.fied, and then only by a nickname, suggests 
a particular significance in the -direction of the journey. 
· Tbe tI'ain is coming from the sea-coast town of Barcelona 
and its destination 1:s the arid plateau area of Madrid. 
The journey to Madrid is a movement away from the sea and 
lite to sterility and death, and it is significant that the 
choice of· an abortion will send',, the couple toward Madrid • 
C . 
. The station, somewhere between Barcelona and Madrid, between 
,, 
sets of' tracks. leading both ways., is at a position of choice. 
When, at the end of the·· sto~y, the man moves tbe su·i teases 
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'~around the station to the other trac·ks" (HLWE, 277).that 
• 
will carry t'he train to Madrid, we .know that that ·choice, 
w1 th all it$~ implicatJ.ons-\, ha·s been made. Here again, as· 
-in "A Canary for One,n we find a moral judgment implicit in 
the. nature of the de-tails Hemingway advances to support and 
., 
complement bis theme. 
') 
' ' 
. 
Another detail in the first paragraph is also unusually 
specif'ic for: this·· story, an·d this in itself' suggests som~ 
importance attacbe-d to it •. The ·two people with whom w~ are 
fJ 
concerned are described as "JtJhe American and the gi_rl with 
. ' 
him." Since the country-is obviously Spain, the·man is a 
.. 
foreigner, and this alienation in thationality complement·s 
,• 
his alienation f'rom the situation in which he is involved • 
·. I . Because of bis own .. charac.ter, his inherent blindness and.,. 
"" 
imperc~ptivity, it is as impossible ror him to become a 
real partner in Ba love relat1ons,b1p as 1 t would be !'or him 
to become a Spania:rd .---~_---Tba t the girl's na ti·onali ty is un-
stated suggests her ability to become part of her situation, 
a quality that could become a rewarding negation of self 1··n 
a vital love relationship, but that instead will take the 
form or an annihilation of self in acquiescence to another's 
., 
selfish and sterile demands. 
" Most important of the details in the opening paragraph 
la the distipctly bi~partite physical setting~ On the one 
side is the train station, between.two sets of tracks, with 
no trees or shade;· across the r~ ver valley are t"he long, .. 
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white hills to which the title refers·. The characters in 
' 
•' the story are presented sitting in the shadow.of tbe sta-
\ 
.tion, separated· fl'o\n the people inside by a beaded curtain · 
and from the distant hills by the Ebro River. The sunlit 
brightness of tbe bills contrasts with the warm dimness of 
the shadow in which the couple sits, and · the contrast in-
a 
. 
tensifies the eftect of separation. The particular sig-
;., l nii'icance of the hi~ls stems less from this contrast in ap-. 
pearance, however, than from their effect on the girl's 
imaginat~on: "'They look like white elephants,' she said" 
(HLWE, 273). The nature of her comment suggests her own 
t' 
' perceptivity, her ability to see beyond -the superficial. 
> 
Tbe man' s reply-- 11 1 I I ve never seen one 1 11 --to/ her imagina-
tive observation--reflects, by contrast, bis /inability or _ 
\ re~usal to project his thinking beyond immedfate surfaces 
i 
and his failure to understand the girl be supposedly loves. 
There are indications that in the past the two have shared 
a private kind of dialogue in which a phra~e "bills like 
6 white elephants" would have had meaning for both. To the 
man• s demand that they "' try and have a fine time,'" the 
girl's reply is "'All right. I was tryi~g. I said the 
) 
mountains looked like white elephants. Wasn't that 
tr 
bright?' " (HLWE, 274). Tbe stress of' a real problem, how-
ever,· destroys the previous S'1perfic1al bond of communica- . 
t19n between.the two, and this, too, th~ gi~l recognizes: 
n,. ·· . if I do it, then it will be nice again if I·;say 
' / 
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· things are like wbi te elephants, and you'' 11 like 1 t? ' '' 
(HLWE, "275). I 
..... 
. In addition to i.ts !magi.native and privately signifi-
cant aspects, tbe. phrase "hills like wbi te 0 elephants" has a · 
special relevance to the theme of the story to which it. 
gives title. Tbe hills are traditional Hemingway symbols 
of positive·value, .and their association with life and 
beauty and productivity is made explicit later in the story: 
The girl stood up and walked to the end of the 
station. Across, on the other side, were_fields of 
grain and tr&es along the banks of the Ebro. Far 
away, beyond the river, were mountains. The shadow 
of a cloud moved across the field of grain and sbeo 
saw the river through the trees. (HLWE, 276) 
The vital quality of the landscape associated with the hills 
provides a focus for the girl's sensitivity to the life 
' 
within ber as representing the fruitful, living eviden~e 
of their love. The man rails to respond to the mountains, 
just as he fails to understand the meaning of the life be 
~ wishes to destroy, and he. urges the girl to "'come on back 
in the shade'" (HLWE, 276), away from her vision of lif'e .• 
The girl's recognition of the futility of her vision in 
light of tbe man• s impercepti vi ty is reflected in a shif't 
of vie~ from the fertile mountain region across the river 
to the barren hills on,· :the nearer side of the valley: 
" • • • ·you• ve got to realize-----" 
~ 
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"I realize," the gil'l said. "Can I t W~_. :inaybe 
stop talking? 11 
They sat down at the table and .tbe girl. 0looked 
ac~ss at the bills on the dry-side of the valley and 
·.o ·, 
.. 
·~ , the" man looked at her and at the table. ( HLWE, 27 6-277) 
... 
,, 
-. ' 
The term "white elephant,'' given concrete form in sym-
bolic Hemingway mountains, possesses an ambiguity of meaning. 
that provides per.t'ect focus for the anti tl)etical views of' 
the man and girl, and again we see the use of identical de-
tail for contrasting significance that is the technical 
hallmark of this Story. To the man, the child is a "white 
elephant" in the sense that it is a useless, unwanted, 
troublesome gift; to the girl the child would be a posses-
sion of rare and great worth, and an omen of' a good and 
fruitful continuance t?Or their love. 7 She seeks to put a 
new, deep meaning into a relationship that bas previously 
.drawn pleasure from such superficial pleasantries as "hills 
jike white elephants, 11 but the man I s sterility triumphs, 
and the hills that symbolize th~ir love remain those on the 
dry side of' the valley. These small arid parodies of the 
g~ndiose fertile mountains in the distance object!~ the 
mockery that their kind of' love makes of tbe beauty and 
magl.li tude that are the potential of' real love. 
Although not all details in this story are so filled 
with significance as the elements or time and setting, all 
of tbem do provide some valuable commentary on the central 
--
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situation. The .variety of drinks the couple tries suggests 
• 
, r • an attempt to escape from or soften t·he outlines of reality. 
. 
~he licoriee taste that seems·to pervade all their drinks ,,. 
suggests tbe dull sameness of their life routine8 ; tbe 
blackening· that obscures the natural ~larity ~-t licorice in· 
the process of extraction parallels'-tbe sullied purity of 
their own love, which is itself only a flavoring for their 
lives. The Spanish woman who brings drinks at the man's 
f 
· order and thus helps. him to evade reality provides contrast 
to the girl who 1~ attempting to make him see the need to \\ 
accept reality it life is to be vital and valuable. 
··_The girl's attempt to evoke a response to 1ove and 11:re 
within the man is perhaps doomed to failure because the 
quality of their mutual love is insufficient to nourish any 
kind of growth. Objectification of this insufficient qual-
ity is strikingly provided in a rererence to suitcases near 
theao end of the story: " ••• /.h!/ looked at the bags 
against tbe wall of the station. There were labels on them 
from all the hotels where -they had spent nights" ( HLWE, 
277). ·This small detail suggests a rootless, shallow, 
transient relationship in general. as well as providin,g 
____ a~direct reference- to -antee-ede-nt event-~~·-tbat~anas realism 
to tbe present si~ation.9 The bead curtain, too, with 
its illusion of surface unity and its reality of separate 
' 
' fragments, evident any time pressure is applied to 1 t, 
'-N,f.) 
counterpoints the superficial q~ality o:f a-relationship-
" 
' 
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I, that has dissolved under tension. When, in a ;moment of 
\ 
stress,·· the girl .fingers two of the rosary-like strings of, 
I' 
beads in a prayer-like gesture (HLWE, 275), the denial of . 
her wish for a love vitalized by shared concern, understand-
ing, a
1
;nd responsibility is already implicit in the· separate-
ness of the strands she holds~ 
,y' 
The surface of' "Hills Like Wbi te Elephan:ts" is a leng·thy 
dialogue ·or apparent._inco:nsequentials and evasions with a few 
seemingly random-details of setting interposed sporadically 
throughout. Close examination bas shown, however, that both 
dialogue and concrete detail are precisely selecttd to con-
'""· ·~.-·,:~ 
vey through suggestion a quantity of information and an in-
tensity or emotional impact beyond what would be possible 
through direct exposition. /Tbe particular device by which 
the concealed portion or this Hemingway iceberg is. suggested 
is that or repetition of detail for variation of effect. 
This particular technique serves to emphasize the theme of 
the story by suggesting a basic disparity and alienation of 
thought and feeling underlying a precarious and deceptive -
f surface unity. The- general suggestive method of conveying 
information is the same technique that we .found used in "A 
C~!i~:rr fo~ One" and that ~e will also discover in nHomege .. ____ _ 
to Switzerland," but here, as in each of the other stories, 
1 t is adapted to the par,ticularized needs o:f tbe dramatic 
~- ,\ 
ai tuat ion at hand. 
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I· CHAPTER FOUR 
. ' 
\ 
"Homage Switzerland" · 
r:· j to 
---·-. 
I 
'-. . 
"Homage to Switzerland, ttl though less dense in signifi-
cant detail· and less tightly restricted in point of view 
t 
r than irA Canary: for One" and "Hills Like White Elephants;" 
uses techniques found in both tbese· earlier stories in com-
bination, demonstrating yet another variation of the ice-
berg technique. The story is separated into three parts, 
each involving a different character but with all three 
characters in identical in~story situations. The general 
ef'fect of contrast through ls1m1lar1ty ,.involves the same 
technique used in "Hills Like White Elephants"; the revela-
tion of individual personality through a consistent psycho-
.. 
logical re-ction to a series ot details parallels the 
technique of' "A Canary for One.~ ' 
n The constant factor in each of the three sections of 
' 
this story is one of time-space locus: the setting is a 
Swiss train station at night in which a passenge~ awaits 
the S1mplon-Or1ent Express., which is an hour late. Although 
the station is in a dif~erent town in _each narrative divi-
' 
- I,,·-. . . . 
fl-
) 
· s-ion, the interior detail and subordinate· charace-ers are - -~~-----. -· 
"-
nearly identical and in each town it is snowing._ The 
variable in each section_ is the lone p~ssenger focal to 
each situation; tbe varying reactions of the three men make 
\ 
of tbe three identical situations three distinct and varied 
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incidents. Each ot' tbe cba:ractere is out or adjustment with 
' ' f. 
life; the setting, by :,rirtue ot' consistent repetition, pro- , 
. J 
'i.. •. >o 
vides a neutral backg:round against wbicb. tbe nature of the 
. . 
maladjustment and .the character's attempt to cope with it 
can be revealed with complete individuality in each case. r 
* The, delay of the train, the enveloping snow, and tbe :fact· 
that_ all tbe men are foJ:>eigners (Americans) co:nibine to c:re-
ate a temporal-spatial-social suspension in which each cha:r- "l 
acter is symbOlioally isolated, essentially alone, without 
2 
the need ot' any kind of mask. The porters and wait:ress in 
each station are human elements of setting, without personal 
significance t'or the central character. The net et':fect of 
situftional details is freedom f:rom all outside pressuJ:>es . 
that might curtail or distort psychological reve:t,ation on 
the part ot' each of the three central cbaracteJ:>s. 
Part I of "Homage to Swi tzerland 11 bears the subtitle 
"Port:rai t of Mr. Wheeler in Montreux. 11 The shoI"test of the 
three parts, it presents, as its title suggests, a surface 
'>1 
view ot' the central cbaJ:>acte:r, El" presentation appropriate 
to bis own supert'ioiality. While waiting ror the train, 
he amuses himsel;r by annoying the wai tre~s with a repeated 
• 
--- -
. of:fer _to_bu7_ be.P favors, secure in the. knowledge th&t she 
neither can nor will comply. His cold and ungenerous per-
sonal nature is underscol'ed by bis attitude toward money: 
' 
be of:fers the Waitress three hundred francs to come upstairs 
' 
with him, knowing she will not accept, but gives her only 
\ 
• 
. . 
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one franc in reward tor ber actual service to him and then 
immediately regrets that it was not less. The final para-· 
graph of Part I focuses on this materialistic attitude as 
tbe primary coloring for this portrait of a man with a 
sterile and perverted sense of value: 
Standing on the cement platrorm beside his bags, 
looking down the rails to.l1ard the headlight of the 
-·· --- - train coming through the snow,. Mr. Wheeler was think-
ing that it was very inexp·ensive sport. He had only 
spent, actually, aside from the dinner, seven francs 
for a bottle of wine and a franc for the tip. Seventy-
• ( ~ive centimes would have been better • He would have 
.felt better now if the tip had been s.eventy-:fi ve 
centimes. dne franc Swisi§ is .five fl'anc s French. 
Mr. Wheeler was headed for Pari1s He was very care- · 
ful about money and did not care for women, He had 
been in that station before and he knew there was no 
upstairs to go to.· Mr •. Wheeler never took chances. 
(HTS, 424-425) ,, 
. · The quality· of c baracter reveale9111tin this final p~ra-
_graph is, as usual in Hemingway, carefully suggested by ·tbe "'-, 
""-, 
-~ narrative tl:iat precedes. This narrative ope~;~b-rvJe-
c.-.~ •' .. ,~~ script1on of the setting that will recur in eaOh0 
~
- the 
other two parts: 
/ Inside the station care it was warm and light. The - . 
wood of the tables shone from wiping and there were 
" 
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baskets of pretzels in glazed paper sacks. The: cbairs 
were carved, but the seats were worn and o·omfortable. 
There was a carved wooden clock on the wall and a bar 
at the tar end of the room. 
snol-1ing. 
Outsi-de the window 1 t was 
• 
- ' \ Two o~ the station porters sat drinking new wine 
.... 
at the table under the clock. Another porter came in 
and said the S1mplon-0~1ent Express was an hour late 
at Saint Maurice. He went out. The waitress cam~ 
over to Mr. Wheeler's table. (HTS, 422) 
Although th{is description and those in Parts II and III are . . i 
all presented objectively, slight dirferences in each case 
suggest ~ome r.elevance to the individual episodes of tbe 
-particular manner of present .. etion in each. On the most 
general level there is significance in the grouping of de-
tails. In this first description, environmental details 
are .grouped together and presented .first, followed by a 
' similar grouping of the people on the scene. This cate-
gorization suggests a methodical mind that tends to classify 
. ) 
the surrounding world. To this consc101:1sness people a:re 
people, regardless of function oF activity, and all are 
grouped together. (Although this obsez,vation may seem to 
be over~reading at this point 9 it does gain significance 
when contrasted with the descriptions in Parts II and III.) 
·, 
' In addition.to revealing a methodical consciousness, 
n the first two paragraphs suggest a superficial qua~ity of 
, 
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the impressions limited ~n scope, especially when---cQ?D.pa-re-:9---~-:----· 
with those of the characters in the later episodes.· One , 
object at a time presents its general outlines to view un-
less two objects are so close together in space that one 
cannot be noted i~dependently or the other; there is no 
broadness o~ view or conscious grouping and selecting of 
elements on the basis of importance. The quality or de-
. 
I scription here comments on the narrow, imperceptive vision 
,, of Mr. Wheeler and tbe spare, unimaginative quality of his 
response to life. 
' 
Between this introductory description and the rinal 
summary paragraph quoted earlier~ the narrative advances 
primarily by means of dialogue. Conversation is opened 
when the waitress asks Mro Wheeler if he wou~a like a cup 
of coffee; his initial response, '' 1 If you think it won't 
keep me aw,ake 111 (HTS, 422), is lightly b&ntering in tone, 
but the particular phrase he chooses reflects an unwilling-
ness to be really alive to what is around him. When the 
waitress returns to his table with the cofree, Mr. Wheeler ' i /! 
' 
' engages in polite conversation, asking what languages she 
speaks and of.faring her a drink and a cigar. None of these 
opens a channel or communication-·: asid~ from addressing 
her as "Fratile:i.n" and "Mademoiselle, 11 Mr. Wheeler doesn• t 
attempt to speak in any language but English; she cannot 
accept his offer of a drink while at work; and his offer of' 
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,. a cigar does not even elicit the brief rapport of a soared 
jest. In light of the waitress's disinterest, Mr. Wbeel.~r' s 
next request is s·ometi'hat stri~ing in its eff:rontery: 
''Fralllein," he called. The waitress came over~ 
"What would you like, sir?" 
,. 
"You,'' he a aid. 
.1 "You must not joke m.e like that." 
"·I'm not joking." 
_ .. :...... ·- ·. 
"Then you must not say 1 t." 
11 ! haven't time to argu~," Mr. Wheeler said •. 
"The train comtrs in forty minutes. If you'll go up-
. 
stairs with me I 111 ·~ g1 ve you a hundred francs. 11 
(HTS, 423) 
.,,. The waitress tb·-reatens to talk to a porter and tells Mr. 
Wheeler be w111 have to leave if be persists in these de-
, ( mands; his response is to demand_ why she doesn I t go away;. 
Twice more he calls her back to his table to make senseless 
repetitions of his propos~t1on, each time offering her one 
_/-· hundred .francs more; he toys with her as a cat with a mouse, 
watching her 11 1nterestedly11 and smiling 11 to himself for 
some time" {HTS, 423,' 424). His ·game stops only when the 
porter co·mes to announce the train' s arrival; and as he t 
moves out on~o the platform we are permitted tbe glimpse 
• 
into his consciousness that fills in the developing outlines 
of the portrait. A complementary revelation of the wait-
ress•e thoughts, slipp~d between Mr. Wheeler's move to the 
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platform and our move into his consciousness, prepares us 
for the final solidification of. his image: 
1 
V 
••• The waitress watch~d him go. He•s ugly, 
she thought, ugly and hateful. Three hundred francs 
for a thing that, is nothing to do. How many times 
have I done that for nothing. And no place to go 
here~ If be had sense he would know there was no 
place. Nol time and no place to go. Three hundred 
francs to do that. What people those Americans. 
(HTS, 424) 
Mr. Wheeler's "sport" reveals a perverted. and sterile 
attitude toward sex that, in combinat~on with his methodical 
but shallow perception and his inability to communicate 
normally with other individuals, bespeaks a perverted and 
sterile attitude toward 11f e its elf. The statement ·that 
he "did not care for women," as well as an over-explicit 
catalogue with which be counters the waitress's threat to 
\> 
call a porter ("'I don't want a porter,' Mr. Wheeler said. 
'Nor a polio~man nor one of those boys that sell cigar-
ettes'" ffiTs·, 42.J.7) hints at a sexual interest in men. Yet_ , 
his extreme detachment and bis r$fusal to take ch,nces argue 
against any practice of homosexual relations. The most that 
can be said with certainty·1s summed up by Defalco's " ••• 
l 
. 3 there is something abnormal ln his sexual tendencies," but 
t~ 
that much is clear., and it is ironi.c that Mr. Wheeler has 
~ 
t < \ chosen as bis destination a country tradi tiona1·1y associated 'l 
.. 
•. 
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wi t).l romantic love. - · There, like the value of his ·money ·', 
("One franc Swiss is five francs FrencbH lfi.TS, 421!7)', the 
opp·ortunities to experience life will be multiplied many 
times beyond tbe possibilities open to him in a snow.-.bound -
train station, but to a man who never takes chances, tl}ese 
opportunities will remain as meaningless and without con-
..... sequence as safely sporting with a waitress. 
Part II, "Mr. Johnson Talks About It at V~vey, n fin-
volves a man who is out of adjustment. w1.th life in a way 
dif.ferent from Mr. Wheeler. We have already encountered 
the locale of this episode, Vevey, es a significant detail 
~n the earlier story "A Canary !'or One," and here again 1 t 
serves as background for the failure and thwarting of' a 
-love relationship. Mr. Johnson, like the man in "A Canary· 
• for One, n is moving in a world presently co-lored by the 
shook·'' of separation from his wife, although in Mr. John-
_. son's case the separation is given greater finality of er-
.feet by the term ''divorce." A second difference between 
the two men lies in the apparent freshness of their common 
experience:_ for ?41'• Johnson, the wound is still new and 
uppermost in his consciousness; for the narrator in "A 
Canary for One'' the et.feet of h·is experience has penetrated 
.. deeper into his conso.iousness so that it colors his vision 
-of ·11re even more fully but less obvio-usly • ., , 
,1 
Because Mr. Johnson's experience is so recent and so 
major, it. is a constant and all-consuming ,pain from wb.icb 
.-
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.h~ seeks relief. In the atmosphere of su.spension c-rea·ted 
by the delay_ed train and the falling snow, l-ir. Johnson, 
totally alone with bis problem, attempts a catharsis through 
speech by engaging in conversation with the waitress and 
then with the porters. Although all listen politely, Mr. 
_, 
Johnson I s problem is so much his own that these strangers 
cannot offer him even tbe sympathy that might ar~se from 
mutual ~nderstancfing of the situation. · Voicing the proble~ \ l 
') leaves him only a verbal scho or the pain within, and he 
moves to meet,tbe train with a new awareness of failure: -;~ 
"Inside tbe cafe be had thought that talking about it would 
'. blunt it; but it had not blunted it; it had only ~ade him \ 
reel nasty" (HTS, 430). ( 
Mr. Johnson's story is giv~n to us through the same 
• setting and_opening dialogue as Mr. Wheeler's, but with 
minor variations that reveal the two men to be quite dif-
ferent. Part II opens in the same way as Part I, with a ,,_"' '~ ~ ':' 
description of the interior of the train station: 
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Inside the station cafe it was warm and light; 
tbe tables were shiny from wiping and on some there 
were red and white striped table cloths; and there 
were blue and white striped table cloths -on the 
others and on all o~ them baskets with pretzels in 
glazed paper sacks. 'The chairs were carved but the, 
""' wood seats were worn and comfortable. There was a 
• clock on the wall, a zinc bar at the far end of t-he 
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·- l'Oom, al.Id outside the window it was 0 snoWing. Two 
or the station porters sat drinlt\'ng new wine at the-
table under tbe clock. 
91 
Another porter came in and said the Simpl 
• 
Orient Express was __ an_ hour late at Saint-Maur.fce. 
.. . 
The waitress came over to Mr. Johnson's table. 
(HTs, 425> 
ID essential details the station at Vevey seems the same as 
the one at Montreux, but there is a difference in tbe way 
it fs described. Here again there are two groupings, but 
unlike the first description the people here are separated 
into active and passive and the passive are grouped with 
elements of setting. More details are gi ven--the tables · 
have striped cloths, the chairs have wood seats, and the 
bar is of zinc--witb slightly more emphasis on color. And 
here objects are grouped descripti~ely With an aw&reness of 
patterns; : for example, grouped ;together in one sentence 
are observations on the lightness of the room and the bright-
. ' 
ness of the tables with their shiny wiped surfaces, their 
bright cloths, and the glazed sacks of pretzels. The chairs, 
moat important to human comf'ort of the objects in the room, 
are given special notice; and the clock, bar, and window 
are grouped together as they appear in spatial context. The 
• two porters drinking at the table under tbe clock are single·d 
out but still grouped with the details or setting that sur-
round them. 
•·· 
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The, sensitivity and perceptive structuring·or detail 
evidenced in this initial description bespeak -~~. conscious-
ness that is more. alive and aware of reality and its com-
plexities than a Mr. Wheeler who has everything prefigured ) 
and categorized. .. .. 
,, 
More of Mr. Johnson's character is rt,vealed . )r in his 
0 
brief opening d1alogu$ w~t~ the wai-tress: 
"The Ex.press is an hour late, sir," sbe said. 
"can I bring you .-som-e coffee?" 
"If 1t1 s not too much trouble." 
'}."Plee.se?" asked the waitress. 
I 
... ,/ 
"I'll take some." (HTS, .>425) 
Mr. Johnson's replies to the waitress, especially when con-
trasted W·ith Mr. Wheeler's "If you think it wo"n•t keep me 
awake" and "Bri"ng me some··n (HTS, 422), are self-effacing 
and undemanding.· R~s furtb.er conversations with her in-41~ 
, ....... -~,- elude essentially tne same topics advanced by Mr. Wheeler: · 
be asks her what lang~ages she speaks, offers ber a cigar, 
and suggests that she "play"· with' him. In each instance,. 
however, tbe circumstances dirrer from those surrounding 
Mr. Wheeler's questions. Mr. Johnsqn's query about the 
languages is not just idle curiosity; he himself ~is capable 
..... of speaking-good French and at least a few phrases of Ger-
man, as be demonstrates· later in bis conversation with the 
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porters. When be offers the waitress a cigar and she . ~ ·· 
laughingly refuses, be· gracefully acknow~edges and 1denti- · 
·1· . -
<. 
! 
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·.,;1 
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.. 
~·· 
fies with ber pos·1 tion: " 1 Nei tbe:r do I [smoki/, i" said 
Johnson.. •It• s a, dirty babi t ,·11•( HTS., 425) • The same kind .. 
or diffident self-effacement is repeated when Mr. Johnson 
compares bis _watch with tbe clock and decides his must be 
the one in error and again when the waitress's rerusal of 
his invitation ,to "play" prompts b;!m immediately to modify ~ 
. 
his request: "'I don't mean anything violent. You would-
. n' t like to make up a party and see the night life of Vevey? 
:.-r. 
___:_ 
- - -
Bring a girl friend ir you like'" (HTS, 426). 
From this brief _and casual bit of dialogue it is pos-, 
sible to determine that in addition to being perceptive· and 
alive to life, as the opening description revealed, Mr. 
Johnson is both capable and desirous of relating to other 
people while at the same time unsure of himself in his at-
tempts to do so. ~He reach~s out to others to make bis de-
' \ 
cisions, as when he asks the porters what kind of champagne 
{:; •.• 
to order, and to fill his needs, as wbe·n be seeks the com-
pany of tb·e waitress and solicits; the porters' understanding 
of divorce and its effects.. The particul,ar cause. of M:r. 
Johnson• s uncertainty and need is concisely, a_ltbougbit>in-
directly, suggested in an interchange with the waitress: 
. •. 
. 4 
.. 
"I must work,'' the waitress said. "I have 1111 
duty here. 11 
"I know," said Johnson. "But could'n I t you get . 
a substitute? They used to do that in the Civil War.•, 
"Ob, i"" no, s ... -.• 
.. 
I must be here myself' in the 
1 
.~"" 
.. r 
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, person."- . (HTS, 426.) 
J 
Mr. Johnson• s suggestion or a· substitute, juxtaposed with 
I] a comment on the Civil War, provides .a metaphor for his own 
search for something to fill t·he void created by his domes-
, ' 
tic war; the waitress's reply forces explicit recognition 
~ 
of the impossibility or substitution. Unable to engage the 
waitress as a personal and present substitute for bis 
alien·ated wife., Mr. Johnson makes an abortive, half-jesting 
.. attempt to enjoy vicariously the waitress's p~tt' romantic 
experiences: "' Tell me about it,' Johnson said. 'Were 
the Berlitz undergraduates a wild lot? What about all this 
necking and petting? Were there many smoothies? • 
(HTS, 426). 
• • 
'n 
Having totally bafr1ed the waitress by bis strange 
. 
-talk, Mr. Johnson abandons his conversation with her and 
turns to tbe porters, attempting to soothe through the.~ 
catharsis of speech and the comfort of champagne and male .,, ~, . . --~---- ' ---
companionship the -pain that could not be touched by action • 
. , 
But just as the waitress was unable to help him by becoming 
a substitute for his wire, so the porters are unable to 
' 
. ~ 
', help him becau~se they are unable to appreci·ate bis problem. · 
I 
I They are old men, while :Mr. Johnson is only thirty-five; 
they speak diff'erent languages and come f'r~m a· 1country 
where divorce is infrequent; only two of the three are 
marri~d and neither of them bas ever been divorced. Their 
que·stions are polite, confined to details of cost and _ 
.,-.• ,,c.,-,., ,. .• .,_.-•. - --···-·--- .• .,, -····-··" .................. -,~.- ·--·- ..... , • . •• ,. ••. , ., ... -., ••• ' •• ----· •·-. 
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standard reasons for divor~~, and the conversation 1s· super-
ficial and repetitive: 
"Monsieur is going to divorce, n tbe first porter 
explained. 
"Oh," said tbe second porter. 
,"Ah ha," the t,hird porter said • (HTS, 429) 
. ~~>' 
'fhe audience for. Mr. Johnson's verbal catharsis has neitb~r 
' - - \ 
"~·I 
\ 
' personal interest in him nor understanding of his predica-
ment, and the words themselves are hollow .comf.6rt. When t·he 
porters turn the conversation to details of bis proression, 
, 
Mr. Johnson recognizes the failure of another attempt to 
draw support from those around him end he goes into the 
snow forty-five minutes early to meet the train. ·As a 
final gestu~e of rriendship, he leaves the second, unopened, 
bottle of champagne with the porters, and from outside he 
watobes them reject it: 
.. 
• • • He looked baek tbr-ough----t-be---,window at ~he - -
three porters sitting at the tabla. The waitress 
was filling their glasses from the last wine of the 
opened bottle. She took the unopened bottle back 
to tbe bar. That makes them three francs something 
apiece, Johnson thought. (HTS, 430) 
l 
This small_ act by three strangers is a mocking- reminder of " 
. 
. . 
. . ·-
" another, larger gift refused: his wife has exchanged bis 
. . ' 
love for a. di vo:rce worth " 1 /Uwo thousand francs Swiss' n 
(HTS, 428). 
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11 Altbougb--·Mr.\ Johnson's a~tempts to work out .. his prob-
lem are unsuccessful, his direct confron~ation of tha; 
problem and his active search for a solution, Qoupled with 
"-··' his warmth and sensi ti:V'i ty to life, argue an optimistic 
view for readjustment that cannot possibly be held for the 
rigid and sterile Mr. Wheeler. Through nearly identical 
situations of place and time these two men have been re-
vealed as nearly opposite •. 
.:.,, 
A third damaged concept of love is involved in the 
problem facing Mr. Harris, the central character of Part 
III, 11 Tbe Son of: a Fellow Member at Terri tet." As in Parts 
I and II, the title here provides a key to the material to 
be presented. The focus for Mr. Harrie's Qisillusionment 
is that be is son to a father who be feels has betrayed 
him. In the episode p~esented here, Mr. Harris, awaiting 
· the delayed train, is engaged in conversation by an old 
man present in the station; The man's advanced age, bis 
highly-prized membership in tbe National Geographic Society, 
and his " 1 I am not active any longer 1 " (HTS, 434) relate 
him.to Mr. Harris's .r,ther,., and Mr. Harris's cynical bait-
·, 
. " 
ing of the old man., who is easy prey, to be sure, seems to 
, 
.. 
become an outlet for the scorn with ~picb he regards his 
.,. 
!( 
own father. . (' . 
As the reader may by now e~ct, tbe · opening descrip-
tion reveals the station at Territet to be nearly identi-
cal with those at Montreux and Vevay: 
I: .-
~. 
' 
\I 
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, In the station caf'e at Territet it was a little 
too warm; the lights were bright· and Jbe tables shiny 
from. polisht,_11g •. · There were .baskets with pretzels in I . ~ 
glazed paper sacks on the· tables and cardboard pads \ for beer- glasses in order that the moist glasses ~ould 
not.make rings on the wood. The chairs were carved 
b-ut the wooden seats were worn and quite comfortable. 
There was a clock on tbe wall, a bar at the rar end 
., 
of the room, and o-utside the window it was snowing. •'f 
} There was an old man drinking coffee at a table under 
the clock and reading the evening paper. A porter 
came ~n and said. the S1mplonc::i0r1ent Express was an 
hour late at Saint Maurice. The waitress came over 
to Mr. Harris 1 s table. Mr. Harris had just finished 
dinner. (HTS, 430-431) 
And again, within the context of similarity there are highly 
individual elements that act as commentaries on the central 
character in the episode. That all the details of setting 
and the people involved are grouped in a single descriptive 
block suggests the absence of even Mr. Wheeler's rudimentary 
, discrimination, although there is a sensitivity to detail I 
that Mr. Wheeler lacks. The central consciousness seems to 
· have separated the world into two groups--himself and every-
thing else, and in that part that is not himself, all things 
are of equal and minor importance. · Yet to qualify this de-
tacbment ·there remains just enough involvement with things 
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.,, to permit dissa,tisfaction: ., the. room is described as "a 
little too warm" and the chairs are only "quite comfortable") (my italics).· There is also a sensation of' an art1f'icial1 
protective-covering quality in the vision of the central 
consciousness: tbe illumination is specifically noted to be 
""" 
coming from light fixtures, tbe tables are shiny from pol-· 
·, ishing rather than merely wiping, and there are cardboard 
'-pads to prote~t the table surface from moisture and protec-
tive glazed sacks ov~r the pretzels. (Although this last 
detail is part of the opening description in all three sec-
tions of the story, 1 t takes on speci"al significance 
The particular quality of the opening description sug-
gests that Harris looks at the world from an essentially 
detac,hed point of view, seeing 1 t as artificial and imper-
fect, and reducing its-detail to a single mass and its 
phenomena to simple cause-effect relationships (the bright-,, 
ness comes from lights; the ·tables are shiny because they 
have been polished; the cardboard pads are present to pro-
tect the table from moisture). 
The now-familiar dialogue .. w1 th the waitress makes more 
explicit Mr. Harrie's attitude of bored unconcern: 
I 
''The Express is an hour late, sir. Can I bring 
\ 
,'J you some cof:fee?" 
.··. ;., 
"If you like. n 
'· 
"Plea-se?" asked the waitress. 
11All right," said Mr. Harris. (HTS, ·431) 
., ' 
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' ' This supe~:f'icial ca-lm is belied a moment later·,,_ 1boweyer, in 
0 
· a small but signif'icant gesture: . "She brought tbe coffee 
.-
from the kitchen and Mr. Harris put·suga~ in it, /j.ng 
crunched-the lumps with his ~poon ••• " (HTS, 431, my ital-
ics)·· The delicate sa vagary of this action benea tb the 
D 
surface of the cof:fee provides a physical parallel to Mr. 
Harr1s 1 s subtle verbal destruction of the.old man under 
;., 
cover of their polite and amiable conversation, .later in the 
story. 
Like Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Johnson, Mr. Harris queries 
tbe waitress about her ~anguage ability and offers her a 
drink and a cigar. Like tbe waitress in Part II, the wait-
ress here. views the latter offer as a jest, but unlike Mr. 
Johnson, Mr. Harris guides the tentati.vely opened channel 
of communication almost immediately into a cul-de-sac by 
bringing up the name or David B.elasco, a playwright wi tb 
whom the waitress. is un.familiar and wbo ·1s no longer al-ive. 
Harris' s own commentary on Belasco ("'But I don't agree 
with him. Then, too, be' s dead now•'' LffTs, 43!7) provides 
a minor parallel to his att-1tude towa:rd a fatbe:r who hfs 
taken a stand, however negative, which bis son cannot ac-
cept. 
When the waitresa·takes her leave, the.old man ap-
,. 
proacbe,s Mr. Harris to ask if' he " 1 might be a member of the 
National Geographic Society'" (HTS., 432). Mr. Harris cor-
dially offers a chair and a drink but will acc·ept nothing 
' 
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from.a man who suggests to him his father. Tbe· conversation 
that ensues is a study in opposites: the old man is naive 
,, 
and simplistic in his view of things while Mr. Harris is 
cynical·· and complex. For nearly the entire conversation Mr • 
. • 
Harris toys with the old man, and with himself, by feigning 
\. . 
........ 'J. .. 
an interest in and knowledge of the affairs of the National 
..... ·~ -
Geographic Society. To the old man this interest is con-
vincing; to the reader it is thoroughly a sham. To Mr. Har-
ris, however, the distinction may not be so clear. His 
·\. 
' 
·string of pretenses, including the repeated implication that 
bis father is alive, 4 are a mockery of his· father through·· -
~ the person of the old man; yet they may represent a deeper 
urge to identify with bis father, to understand the man in 
order to be able to accept the act. That Mr. Harris does 
not understand his father and cannot accept his suicide is 
evident in the reticence he exhibits about the subject and 
the terse bitter~ess with which he finally reveals the facts 
to the old man: "'I'm sure he would have liked to meet you 
.but he died last year. Shot himself., oddly enough'" (HTS, 
434). Equally expressive is Mr. Harrie's reply to the old 
man's condolences: 
,- "I am· vecy truly sorry. I am sure his loss was 
a blow to science as well as to his family." 
... 
-·~-------. 
·-·~:c--· 
"Scie;nce took it awfully well." (HTS, 434) 
Here, however, it is not what is said but what is left un-
said below the jesting surface of. tbe remark that is reveal-
,., 
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ing: science in its impersonality ~ay have taken the fa-! ... 
-···---
' tber•s death very well; his ramily has ·not. 
Each of the other two par~,f]J of' "Homage to Switzerland" bas ended on an essentially pessimistic note: Mr. Wheeler is too insulated by self-satisfaction to recognize his need; Mr. Johnson knows his problem but has failed to discover ariy 
means of alleviating bis pain. I would suggest that Part 
" III bas a more positive ending.5 As long as Mr. Harris 
evades recognition of his father's death, even though he is~ 
aware that he is carrying out a pretense, his attitude to-
~ 
ward the man who resembles pis father is one of artfully disguised scorn. Yet once he has been forced to verbalize \ the problem, his attitude seems subtly changed. As a final gestu~e he of;Cers the old man his card: '' 1 This is my card, 1 Harris said. 1 His initials were E. J. instead of E. · D. I know he would have liked to know you'" (HTS, 435). In ef-fect, Harris ha~ identified himself with his father, if 
only by name., while at the same time indicating a differ-· 
ence; he has acknowledged his kinship and yet maintained 
a slight differentiation or identities that permits one to· 
act in a way the other may not understand. When the old 
man, whose name proves to be Dr. Wyer, presents his card in 
return, Mr. Harris promises to "' keep 1 t very care.fully' 11 (HTS, 435). In revealing his name, the man who resembles· Mr. Harris' s" . .father is also revealing himself as a distinct personality .wit-h a life of his own of which Mr. Harris is 
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and must remain ignorant. The same kind of ignorance, to a 
@ 
-~ 
.lesse.r degree,· must apply to Mr. Harris' s understanding of 
bis father. That his father acted in a way his son could 
not understand does not necessarily constitute a betrayal, 
\ 
. 
and some.recognition of his father's rigltlt to individuality 
seems implioi t in Mr. Harris' s promise to keep ''' very care- · 
fully'" the card of the man who resembles his rather but iJJ, .. 
in reality someone entirely different. Although acceptance 
of his father's name and his right to a separate identity 
probably does not constitute a total resolution to the prob-
lem of a faith betrayed, it is the first step.in the right - J 
direction. It is perhaps significant that of the thrd'e men 
' 
Mr. ·Harris is the only one who is going all the way home, 
back to f'ace the problem at its souree, and tbe only one 
who does not move into the cold, stormy atmosphere outside 
at the end of his story. 
As a story, "Homage to Switzerland" is inferior to both 
"A Canary for One" and "Hills Like White Elephants," alt;bou.gh 
the latter are earlier stories. ,. Neither 1 ts theme nor 1 ts 
structure is tightly unified; tber·e are many non-functional 
deta·ils, especially autobiographical; the characters lack 
depth; and the repetition of identical setting and dialogue 
in three different situations sacrifices some degree of 
meaning and realism, especially in Parts II and III. Sheri-
dan Bakeri s evaluation o:f the .·story as "a trivial experiment 6 
with form" is_ quite probably just, but it is precisely this. 
. ,. 
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experimentation with 'i~f.ol'm that makes "Homag~ to Switzerland" 
of importance to a discussion of technique~ All of the tech-
niques noted in the two stories discu~ .. -~ed earlier are to be 
., found in this single story: both setting and dialogue are 
impor~ant vehicles.for suggestive detail., and both single-
ness of impression through variety of detail and contrast or 
impression through similarfty of detail are used as tech-
.' 
niques of revelation. Unique to the story is the extension 
of the contrast(Z3·through-similar1 ty device to emc.ompass three 
s,parate incidents. Once Mr. Wheeler's character has been 
established through given details of dialogue and setting, 
the repetition of these details in the next episode carries 
with it an impression of Mr. Wheeler that provides implicit 
character connnentary, through comparison and contrast, on 
Mr. Jobnson. When the details are repeated a third time, 
tbe carry-over effect is doubled. 
The potential of the technical combinations and innova-. r 
tions in "Homage to Switzerland" is not realized within the 
story itsel~; theme and rorm are not so well integrated here 
as in ot·her stories, and the technical machinery creaks. Yet-· 
Hemingway bas still managed to suggest a great deal of what 
is below the surface. Less fi~mly constructed than the 
other two stories we- have discussed, "Homage to Switzerland" 
. I is never~beless a bona fide Hemingway "iceberg," and its 
·•·•·,. r-outline is unique. 
. .. 
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.. .:: Conclusion 
_, The object of this study bas been an examinatioD of .3 
Hemingway's use of ~the "iceberg technique'·' in his short 
stories. The sto~ies discussed are prime examples of a 
technical approach that is standard in Hemingway's sqort 
fiction but that differs from story to _story in the degree 
of suggestive concentration, the kind of implicative de-
tails used, and the kind of. technical vehicle (dialogue or 
setting) chosen. Although the three stories studied here 
are highly representative and among Hemingway's best (with 
some qualification in regard to "Homage to Switzerland"), 
they by no means exhaust the potential variations onl~bis 
(technique. The revelation or psychological changes through 
.- a s~btly progressive alteration in dialogue in 11 Tbe Three 
Day Blow" (1925), the combination of a single act and some I) > 
apparently unrelated, inconsequential dialogue to suggest 
a still different problem in neat in the Rain" ( 1925), and 
the suggestive ritual of pure action in "Big Two-Hearted 
R1ver 91 (1925) are-all distinctly individual applications 
of the "iceberg technique." In each of the short stories 
·the demands of theme and structure transform a general 
technical principle into a particularized expression of a 
unique literary situation. 
Tbat aemingway is not always in complete control or bis 
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delicate suggestive technique is evidenced in "Homage to 
Switzerland, n but that he is gapabJ.e of "Hills Like Wbite 
Elephants," apyly described by Sheridan Baker as "a study 
1 
.in Hemingway's ultimate terseness12 is prqof of bii, con-
summate technic·a1 mastery and artistry • 
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NOTES 
. . . l 
Chapt~rone 
" 
1J. Kashkeen, "Ernest Hemingway: A Tragedy of' Craf'ts-. 
· man ship," in Ernest Hemingway: The Man and His Work, ed. 
\ 
Joh, Mccaffery (Cleveland and New York, 1950), p. 107, feels 
tbe failure of Hemingway's artistic vision undercuts the 
~ llence of his technique, leaving bis ~ork hollow, with-
out meaning. .I would argue that bis technique and incrom-
plete artistic vision are complementary; since he has found 
no structuring principle for reality, he seeks to present 
reality object~vely, without interpretation. This state-
ment must, of course, be qualified to the extent that the 
qua~ity of a writer's artistic vision determines the selec-
tion of those aspects of life to which he gives literary 
representation., and that no wr.1 tar can be said to be totally 
\I. 
objective. That Hemingway's view'·or reality as rragmentized 
and negative does not comply with Kashkeen•s demand for the 
literary affirmation of a meaningrul principle for life does 
not make that view irrelevant or without value. Henry 
/ James' mandate that 1tre must grapt the artist his donnee and 
judge him only on how well he has workea with it is es-
pecially applicable~ to this debate over the ''worth" of Hem-
ingway as literary artist. In his best work, Hemingway's 
theme and technique are never at odds; rather, they work 
together for a unity of effect that few other writers have 
surpassed. 
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Kasbkeen, · P• 91. 
3 . . 
-H. E. Bates, ''Hemingway• s Short Stories," in Hemingway 
and His Critics., ed~ Carlos Baker (New York, 1961), Po. 75, 
,( 
cites the cooperative ef:fort by reader and writer as a 
' . ) 
·-----point of contrast between Hemingway's art and tbe word1.ness, 
exploitation of' flavor, and extensive use of emotive and 
connotative values of' words by his 11 terary- predecessors: ~ .. 
Hemingway swept every letter of that convention away • 
In its place he put nothing but his own ability to 
imply, by the choice, association, and order of the 
words, wbether\a~~aracter was feeling and speaking l-. .. ~:-:~.--'f" , 
with anger, regret, desperation, tendern~ss; quickly 
or-slowly; ironically or bitterly. All intonation 
and _emotion lay somewhere in the apparently abrupt 
(/ . and casual arrangement of the words ••• , and Hem-
ingway asked nothing except the co-operation or the 
reader in the job of capturing these intonations and 
emotions. 
~nest Hemingway, Death in the Afternoon (New York, 
~932, p. 2. 
5oarlos Baker, Hemingway: The Writer as Artist 
(Princeton, 1963), p~ 52: "Facts, visible or audible or 
tangible .facts, ~acts baldly stated, facts without· verbal 
pa~apbernalia to inhibit their striking power, are the stuff 
of Hemingway's prose." 
. \'. 
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Bates, p •. 73: "What Hemin~ay went for· was 1*-aat direct 
pictorial contact between eye and object, between object and 
.. 
reader. • · • ·• He trimmed· off explana tion 9 discussion, even 
••• 73 
· commen,t; be hacked off a~l metaphorical .fl·owerine"SS; be · ···· ·· · .. _., · · .,._ ...... 
pruned off the dead, sacred clich~s; until .f1inally, tbrOl!lgh 
the sparse trained words, there was a view. 11 I 
' 
Kashkeen, p. ~99, sees the roots of Hemingway's style in 
. 
,;:, \ his mistrust of the power of words· to convey real meanings. 
ije searches, rather, to express by means of hints, external 
gestures, and situations; his style combines the demi-mot 
and the mot juste. 
6 Harry Levin., "Observations on the Style of Ernest 
Hemingway," in Hemingway and His Critics, ed. Baker, p. 109. 
7This S'tDflli&l"J" ot the main characteristics of vocabulary 
and syntax is based on Levin. See his article (note 6) for 
a more detail~d treatment. 
' 8 . 
-Carlos Baker, Hemingway, pp. 5~-56. 
, : 9This statement is recorded in George Plimpton' s "An 
Interview with Ernest Hemingway, 11 iv"~ Hemingway and His 
~·· 
~ 
-::.: 
Critics, ed. Baker, p. 34. 
lQ 
I Carlos Baker, 11 Introductiontt td bis Hemingway land His 
Ori tics., p • 15. 
E. M. Halliday, "Hemingway's Ambiguity: Symbolism. and 
I 
' '.:'• ~ .,_: _ . ·, 
I 
... ,.·, .·•.·.··•"",';·"., ... 
JiiiFl -
~-! 
/' - 74 , •• I 
~. 
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4. 
, Irciriy," in Hemingway, ed • .,-- Robert Weeks (Englewood Cliffs, . , 
New Jersey, 1962), p. 70, finds tnis qualified symbolism 
a natural product of Hemingway's concern with situational / 
~ fact: 11With all his famous skill in wiai ting with his eye 
~L--~~-~~u~p~o.n.n~· _tl,Lib...U,eL---...-',,o,__..b'.Jjr""e""':c_:-""'t.,-, -be---underst-ood from tbe beginning that it 
•'., 
'•' 
' 
•',,' 
was only the object in relationship to other objects and to 
tbe observer that(really counted: significance is, in 
short, a matter or likeness fsymbolis!!!7 and .difference 
[J.roni/. " 
~· Chapter TW'o 
"A Canary for One.," The Short 
S,tories o~ Ernest· 'l~emingway (New York, 1938), pp. 337-342. 
The story was originally published in Scribner's (April, 
192/'!) and subsequently included in the collection Me·n . 
'/) ' Without Women (New York, ·1927) between the stories "Ten 
Indians" and "An Alpine Idyll~" Citations from this story 
will be noted by the abbreviation CFO, rollowed by the page 
number, parenthetically within the text. 
r 
2 
. Philip Young, Ernest Hemingway (New York, 1952), p.150. 
See also Robert Lewis, Jr., Hemingway on Lov! (Austin, 'i,t' 
Texas, 1965), p. 9, and Joseph Defalco, The Hero in Heming-
way's Short Stories (Pittsburgh, 1963), pp. 1953-184. 
3John s. Rouch makes a similar, though less .extensive, 
.•, 
analysis of this story as a point of comparison for a. 
" " . 
... 
. ... 
'I 
.. ;~-\•1l.!.r··}.·_'.,.,~.· • . . ,-:~ .. · ;\, . .'.··,· 
. . . 
~' . ~ ··'\. 
~-
,··_· ' 
.• I 
' ,,, 
•· \ . b 
similar technique in Hemingway's n9vel A Farewell to Arms. 
Since M:r. Rouch's approach'dii'.fers .from mine only in ex-
,, tent, I will merely cite the reference here: "Jake Barnes 
as Narrator," Modern Fiction Studies, 11 (1965-1966), pp; 
• 
•, ••- ~•e,' 
361-370. 
·15 
. ' 
,r 
~··-•-~---- ---·~- ~- -- -- --
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s1nce I re.fer to the first three paragraphs of the 
story at several points in this paper, I ~11 quote them 
bere in .full for reference and omit page refere.nces to this 
passage within the text: 
\,, 
The train passed very quickly a long, red stone 
house with a garden and .four th iok" palm-tr8es with 
. (I 
tables under" them in the shade. On the other side was 
the sea. Then there was a cutting through red stone 
~ 
and clay, and the sea was only occasionally and t'ar 
below against rooks. 
"I bought him in Palermo," the American lady said. 
"We only had an hour ashore and it was Sunday morning. 
' 
The man wanted to be paid in dollars~and I gave hini a 
dollar and a halr. He really sings very beautifully." 
It was very hot in the train and it was.very hot 
in the lit salon compartment. There was no breeze 
r 
came throuih the open window. The American lady pulled 
the ~ndow-blind down and there was no more sea, even 
occasionally. On the other side there was glass, then 
. . 
the Corridor, then an open window, and outside the 
-~ 
, ..... 
·-
., 
•· 
I,, 
,. 
. ,.... . 
- " ..... ~, ....... · ... - '·"·--.. ,_., ......... . 
I.(" 
,£."· 
.!. 
, 
' . 
window were dusty trees and an oiled road and flat 
... 
,.' fields of grapes, with g~ay-stone bills behind them. ·. 
(CFO, 337) 
5Tony Tanner, The Rei&! or Wonder (Cambridge, 1965), 
P• 231. , 
,I! 
6 J obn · Hagopian and Martin Dole b, "A Ca nary tor One, " 
Insight I: Analyses of American Literature (Frankfurt am 
Main, 1962), p. 98, tie in with tbe journey's end the man's 
impersonal impression that "nothing had eaten any break-
fast" in the towns outside of Paris. For the narrator., 
there is no "new day" in his marriage; the marriage bas 
been like the train ride·--rapide, uninspiring, dead-ending 
in darkness; the gate through which they pass in the Gare 
de Lyons symbolizes the termination of their marriage, and 
the ticket man is the divorce judge to whom they surrender 
ttheir rights to continue the journey. 
7carlos Baker, Hemingwai, p. 137. 
81n a 1· tb i d 1 t f 1 sense, us ng e v neyar s.as a po n o compar -
son is going outside of the story for significance; but it 
would seem that since the vineyards are a commonly noted 
feature of Vevey, we might safely assume., in a story that· 
so obviously uses the iceberg technique, that this is one 
of the things that Hemingway 11kile,w" about the story and 
could therefore leave out. 
· .. 
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Hag0pian and Dolch, p. 97, .feel tbe narrator's d~lib-
, _·-- i~'( 
erate .feigri'ing o.f an English character is bis way of poking 
It bitter fun at the old woman Who th Ought they were • • • 
. 
English (thus indicating his opinion of the stupidity"8bout 
nationalities that underlies her objection t6 hir daugh-
ter•s love a~fair) II Although I think "bitterH is a • • • • 
rather strong judgment of this remark, the narrator must 
certainly consider the .remark stupid, in light of the fail-
ure of bis marriage. He seems to be indicating tbat na- ·\ 
77 
tionality is unimportant, that tbe issues involved in the ~ 
success or failure of love involve much more. 
10 
Hagopian and Dolch, p. 97, see this initial objec-
tivity of point o.f view as a flaw in the story, in light o.f 
the switch to first-person narration in the second part o.f 
the story· ( at the point in the journey when they ~nter the 
I 
\ towns outside of Paris); they feel it :forces an unwarranted 
reorientation in the reader's attitude. I reel, however, 
that this switch in point of view is e1'1'ective precisely 
because of this e.f.fect of reorientation. We have tbe im-
pression of extreme detachment, almost to the point o.f de-
personalization, through the objective point of view, and 
· this impression accentuates the e.f.fect o.f those details of 
_landscape and conversation that do manage to penetrate this 
detachment. The .fact that tbe appearance of the outside-
' 
o.f-Paris landscape can force tbe man's attention to re~~ 
. . . 
-
" 
.... 
:-.; 
" 
- I 
. 
,' 
., '.( 
r-
.. 
to himsel.f and bi's wife informs the reader that tbere is 
~ something especially significant about thi·s place the train 
is approaching--something particularly relevant to the nar-
rator and his emotional problem. 
11 
Defalco, p. J.76. 
12 Carlos Baker, Hemingwa:r, p. 138. 
Chapter Three 
1ih.~est Hemingway~ "Hills Like White E].ephants., 11 ThE:l 
Short Stories or Ernest Hemingwaz, pp. 273-278. The story 
t 
was originally published in transition in August, 1927, and /. 
subsequently collected in Men Without Women., where it ap-. 
peared between the· stories '"In Anot:ber Country" and "The 
Killers." Citations from this story will be noted by the 
abbreviation HLWE, rollowed by the page number, paren-
thetically within the text. 
2 
Kashkeen., p. 103, applies the term "leit-motif" to 
/ 
I 
this characteristio of Hem~ngway•s technique and finds it 
basic to Hemingway's style. Hemingway's purpose differs 
''from that of' the German, composers, however, in that he uses 
his repeated details either to establish con~~ast or to 
create a definite sense· of gradual progression, in tbe man-
ner of' Gertrude Stein' a "continuous present." 
3Ricbard Bridgman., Tbe Colloquial stile in Amerio& 
,· . 
I ' 
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(Oxford un·iversity Press, 1966) ,. p. 228. ,. 
' 
' , 
· Austin Wright, The American Short Story in the Twenties 
(.Chicago, 1961), p;· 298., states mo~e explicitly the reflec-
tion ot the iceberg t·ecbnique in the dialogue: "Though the· 
etory is almost entirely dialogue, no speech is merely ex-
~ 
pository. Every. speech expresses and rurthers the conflict; 
the necessary background to the conflict ••• is entirely. 
implicit in the conflict itself as it develo~s." 
4 R. w.. Lid, "Hemingway and the Need for Speech," Modern 
Fiction Studies, 8 (1962-63), p. 405. 
-5 
Jr Lid, P• 403. ·' 
See also Defalco, p. 170: "Placing the action in the 
waiting room of a train station, and having the characters 
111' 
awaiting a train which will stop for only two minutes, pro-
vides an intense rocus upon the decision to be reached by 
., .... 
the characters in the short span of time available." I 
6 
Lid, p. 404: "Two people on edge are slowly rubbing 
each other's nerves raw. The girl is placator!y,· the man 
sulky, and the girl retaliates, for she has started a con-
versation which, were their situation normal, would have a 
code meaning for the two of them. This is the kind _or verbal 
experience they have shared in the past, a private, intimate 
., response to their surroundings .... The man refuses to join 
~\\ in her experience; in effect, he is denfl,:ig her clatm on 
him." 
. ~-
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Lionel Trilling, in his analysis of "Hills Like White 
Illephants" in his Th'e Experience o:f Literature (New York, 
1967), p. 307, relates th~ man 9 s re.fusal to share iri the·-· 
··)girl• s descriptive fancy to the quality of reasol\ableness . 
-
.... 
which he finds central to the story. The man maintain_s an 
___ ... 
• ,{!'' 
-. -. ~. 
attitude of detached-reasonableness throughout the st~r:y- as 
he attempts to persuade the girl she should have the abor~ 
tion; the girl, on the other· hand, is possessed of ". • • a 
desire which she does not know how to defend in words· • • • " 
and which cannot be explained in reasonable terms. This 
contrast between dry reason and imaginative desire finds a 
focus in the.girl's simile for the hills and the man's 
refusal to entertain that simile • 
. 
7 Defalco, pp. 169, 170. 
Trilling., p. 307, f'ind's a somewhat more complex sig-
ni.ficance in the girl's attitude toward the "hills like 
white elephants": "It is decisive in the story that the 
girl's simile is what it is •• • • In certain parts or the 
. East, this Lwbite elephan!Z is a sacred beast; it may not 
be put to work but must be kept in state at great cost. 
Hence we call a white elephant anything that is apparently 
of great value and prestige but actually a drain upon our 
resources of wbic·h we wish we could be rid. Quite uncon-
sciously, the girl may_be making just this judgment on tbe f 
life that she and her companion have chosen." 
) ' 
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Lid, P• 40$. 
,9Norman Friedman,. "What MakeS a Short S.tory Short?,". 
A College Book 0£ Modern Fictipn, ed. Walter Rideout and, 
James Robinson (Ev:anston., Illinois, 1961), P• 556. 
Chapter Four 
<1 
~nest Hemingway, "Homage to Sw1tzer18nd," The Short 
Stories of Ernest Hemingw:ay, pp. 422-435. The sto~Y--~,was 
,originally published in Scribner's (April, 1933) and subse-
quently included in the collection Winner Take Nothing 
(New York, 1933) between the stories "One Reader. Writes" and 
·- --- - ---·-·---- -~~-~·- • -- -- * • -
,t '' 
''A Day's Wait." Citations from this story will be noted by 
the abbreviation HTS, followed by the page number, paren-
thetically within the text. 
2 
:~ · Defalco, pp. 182-183, describes Hemingway• s technique~ 
/ 
here as that of "freezing" his characters, and he suggests 
a thematic raison d'etre that is perhaps a bit strained in 
its metaphysical implications but generally to the point on 
the organic quality of the general technique: "The three 
portraits of the main characters in this story reveal a 
" 
moment in their lives when the mask is dropped and -th& es-
sential personality shows through. The devices Hemingway 
uses to 'free·ze' his c baracters in time--the late train and 
the identical background--magnify the portraits conside~ably. 
These people become illustrative of a cross-section of 
81 
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society on·tbe journey of l·ife. They are held up for a 
,. 
·brief' span of time so that the artist may place the glass ... 
I 
upon them and examine their situation more closely. All 
artist~ do this, 6f course, but in this story the three-
portrait form l'eveals a facet of the theme." · 
·r would enlarge upon Mr. Def'alco' s · use of n·cross-seo-
tion" with the obse~vaticin that the separate incidents do 
,· 
not seem to represent a progression of increasingly diffi-
cult problems or move toward a definite resolution, although 
I, 
there are differences in the degrees or success with which 
·a2 
·' 
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the men cope with their problems. The selection of prob- t, 
-~·.·, 
·• 
' - . ,.. . 
. 
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lematical situations seems less a matter of literary er-
:fecti veness than of Hemingway 1 ~ own personal preoccupations. \ 
Philip Young, in his Ernest Hemingway:· A Reconsideration 
(University Park, Pa., 1966) 9\i~ p. 140, fe~ls _that the second 
part df. "Homage to Switzerland" reflects Hemingway's misery 
over his divorce £rom Hadley Richardson. Hemingway's abhor-
rence of homosexuality and h'is preoccupation with his .father• s 
~ suicide might easily account for the first and third epi-
sodes., The arrangement of the episodes follows the order 
of successive stations on the train1 s route, but tbe ra-
tionale, ir any, behind the pairing of characters with 
places is difficult to see. 
0 
3 
1 Defalco, p. 181. 
4At least three times in his conversation with tbe old 
t 
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.\: Jn&n Harris implies that bis 1Jatber is alive: 
. -.--
·"You' re not a member, then?" 
"No. But my father is. He's been a member for 
., a great many years." . (HTS, 432) 
• • • • • 
\ "I am sorry you are not a member. But you could 
;\l:jo ' .. obtain, nomination through your father?" 
11 I think so," said Harris. "I must when I go 
back." (HTS, 432} 
J 
• • • • • /-~· 
·:\, \ . "Do you re~ember the panorama of' the Sahara 
Desert?" Harris asked. 
"The Sahara Desert? 
years ago. 11 
.,, 
That was nearly ~ifteen 
11Tbat' s .right. That was one of my father's 
favorites. 11 
"He doesn't prefer··the newer numbers?tt 
~ 0 11 He probably does. But he was very fond o:f 
Sahara panorama." (HTS, 433) <"''' . 
• 
) 
the 
5Critical opinion is against me on this point. Defalco 
'T,; does not note any softening of Mr. Harris's cynicism; 
Sheridan Baker, Ernes~ Hemipgway: An Introduction and .. 
Interpretation (New York, 196.7), p. 85g makes the more 
"'Z::b. explicit statement· that "Homage to Switzerland" " ••• con-· demns American society with a final note of' suicid·e." A 
' . .. 
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negative interpretation of' the ending of this r1nal episode 
is.perhaps more consonant with-Parts I and II, but I f'ind 
the positive view more consonant with the details within 
the episode itself; it is one of the shortcomings of this 
particular story, however, that in too many places there is 
room for doubt about the author's intention. 
6 . '" Sheridan Baker, p. 85. 
Conclusion 
1 Sheridan Baker, p. 58. 
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I was born March 24, 1943, in Scranton, Pennsylvania, 
" 
') 
the elder of two children of Rexford T. and Helen E. 
' 
.., . 
· (Arthur) Gulley. From birth to the present mi home has 
. rr,·· 
... 
. "{ been the small Pennsylvania. borough of Thompson. My ele-
mentaey and secondaey education were received within the 
·p~ 
Tbompson-Starrucca·-Ararat Joint Schools and the Susquehanna 
Consolidated schools into which the smaller system was· 
subsequently integrated. I graduated from Susquehanna 
Consolidated High School in 196f·as valedictorian of my 
class. Undergraduate work at Bucknell University during 
the next four years led to a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
the field o~ mathematics in 1965. After summer work at 
Bloomsburg Stat1e College I entered the Graduate School of 
Lehigh University in the field of English. In 1966-67 I 
held the James Ward Packer Fell.owsbip in English. Beginning 
in September, 1967, I will be a teaching assistant. in the 
English Department at Lehigh while continuing work toward 
the degree 10f Doctor of Philosophy. 
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